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Abstract

Understanding pedestrian behaviour in traffic environments is a crucial step in the develop-
ment and testing of autonomous vehicles. As the environment’s most vulnerable road users,
pedestrians introduce an element of unpredictability that can lead to dangerous scenarios if
their behaviours are unfamiliar to or misinterpreted by vehicles. In this thesis, we present a
hierarchical pedestrian behaviour model that interprets high-level decisions through the use
of behaviour trees to produce maneuvers that are executed by the low-level motion planner
using an adapted Social Force Model. The presented hierarchical model is evaluated on
two real-world data sets collected at separate locations with different road structures. The
first data set provides a busy four-way intersection with signalized crosswalks, while the
second location provides an unsignalized crosswalk across a two-way road at a Canadian
university. Our model was shown to replicate the real-world pedestrians’ trajectories and
decision-making processes with a high degree of accuracy given only high-level routing
information (start point, end point, and average walking speed) for each pedestrian. The
model is integrated into GeoScenario Server, extending its vehicle simulation capabilities
with pedestrian simulation. The extended environment allows simulating test scenarios
involving both vehicles and pedestrians to assist in the scenario-based testing process of
autonomous vehicles.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Understanding pedestrian behaviour in traffic environments is a crucial step in the devel-
opment and testing of autonomous vehicles (AV) and automated driving systems (ADS).
As the environment’s most vulnerable road users, pedestrians introduce an element of un-
predictability that can lead to dangerous situations if their behaviours are unfamiliar to
or misinterpreted by vehicle drivers. Through rigorous testing of a wide range of traf-
fic scenarios, AVs can begin to learn and understand pedestrian behaviours in order to
better handle interactions with traffic’s human participants. This introduces the problem
of finding a systematic approach for setting up and testing the interactions between AVs
and human pedestrians and identifying key situations relevant to the AV’s decision-making
process while ensuring the safety of all participants.

Our work aims to address this problem through the integration of simulated pedestri-
ans into the scenario-based testing process of autonomous vehicles. If pedestrians within
a traffic scenario have customizable and, more importantly, explainable actions and be-
haviours, then certain desired behaviours can be reproduced in testing. This allows testers
to isolate events of interest (e.g. a collision between a vehicle and pedestrian) and trace
them back to the sequence of pedestrian decisions and environmental contexts that led to
it.

This thesis presents a hierarchical pedestrian behaviour model for traffic environments
that incorporates a variation of the Social Force Model (SFM) to control low level move-
ments and behaviour trees to handle higher level decision making processes. This model
allows scenario designers to create pedestrian agents that can dynamically navigate various
traffic environments with realistic decisions and behaviours while interacting with other
pedestrians and vehicles in the scene. The main goals of building the model are to facilitate
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the scenario-creation process in scenarios where autonomous vehicles interact with pedes-
trians, analyze real-world traffic data to identify and isolate unusual pedestrian behaviours,
and determine which aspects of pedestrian behaviours are relevant to the development and
testing of AVs. With these goals in mind, our research is driven by the following questions
regarding pedestrian behaviours in traffic environments and why it is important to study
them:

Q1: Can the complexity of human behaviours in a traffic environment be modelled in
a relatively simple way with a predetermined set of basic maneuvers analogous to
vehicle maneuvers?

Q2: Which aspects of pedestrian behaviour are relevant to AV testing and development?

Q3: How can pedestrian simulation be integrated into the AV development process to
effectively improve AV’s capabilities and intelligence?

This thesis attempts to provide complete and comprehensive answers to these research
questions. As the scope of questions 2 and 3 are intentionally broad, we use them as
motivation for our work and acknowledge that this thesis does not completely cover all
aspects of the questions. In these cases, we propose future research directions that build
on our contributions to continue the pursuit of complete and satisfactory answers.

In terms of Q1, an important task within the scope of understanding pedestrian be-
haviours is parsing individual and sequences of maneuvers performed by pedestrians through-
out their journey. An ideally complete list of maneuvers provides many advantages to
researchers. In human prediction tasks, common maneuver sequences and patterns can
be analyzed to predict likelihoods of future actions or determine if certain maneuvers are
more likely to lead to dangerous situations. Sequences of atomic maneuvers can be used
to construct composite pedestrian-specific maneuvers, such as crossing a crosswalk or jay-
walking. Composite maneuvers can help intuitively tag and categorize real-world scenarios
derived from data. With respect to the pedestrian simulation model presented in this the-
sis, a list of maneuvers is directly beneficial as it helps construct the output space of the
decision-making processes for each agent.

The concept of extracting and analyzing pedestrian maneuvers has been applied within
the context of traffic analysis. There are existing reports on traffic accidents involving
pedestrians in the US [81] [71] in which investigators note the vehicles’ and pedestrians’
maneuvers at the times of the accidents. Noting pedestrian actions has also played a
role in designing safer temporary traffic control processes at construction sites [76]. How-
ever, the maneuvers provided in these reports are generally high-level and broad (e.g.
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crossing/in/adjacent to road, walking with/against traffic) and therefore not necessarily
suitable to compile a complete list possible maneuvers to be used in simulation. There
are existing works that make use of maneuvers for vehicles within AV navigation systems
[10] [77], rule-based planning systems for AVs [11], and numerous other AV-specific ap-
plications. Within the context of pedestrian simulation, we have not found an analogous
set of maneuvers to be used as the output space of pedestrian decisions. To fill this gap,
a sufficiently complete set of maneuvers was extracted from naturalistic data sets and its
completeness was validated through our evaluation process.

With respect to Q2 and Q3, we attempt to capture an explicit representation of pedes-
trian behaviours through a set of maneuvers formed into behaviour trees. Having this
representation lends itself well to the scenario-based testing of AVs process since engineers
can inject desired behaviours into scenarios. Often these desired behaviours induce rare
or dangerous events that cannot be easily found in data. This is advantageous for the
development of AVs since their behaviours can be thoroughly tested on high-risk events in
a safe simulation environment. It is left for future work for the scenario design and test-
ing process to further explore the aspects of pedestrian behaviours that lead to important
events for the AV. We present the framework to facilitate this process.

There is an important distinction to be made between pedestrian prediction models
and behaviour models. The goal of the former is to, as accurately as possible, predict a
pedestrian’s future trajectory over a relatively short horizon given the past trajectory up
to the current time. The metrics used to evaluate such models are highly concerned with
minimizing precise distance metrics such as the average Euclidean distance and the aver-
age displacement error. Conversely, behaviour models are more concerned with producing
realistic decisions made by pedestrians rather than exactly matching each low-level trajec-
tory point. For example, if a behaviour phenomenon is observed, such as lane formation
when two groups of pedestrians are passing each other in opposite directions in a narrow
corridor, then a behaviour model would be expected to replicate this behaviour without
explicitly being told to do so. In a traffic environment, one of these decisions could be
when and where a pedestrian decides to enter a crosswalk. The model presented in this
thesis is intended to be a behaviour model and, while trajectory-matching distance metrics
are still relevant to our evaluation process, the model’s performance is also judged on its
ability to replicate certain behaviours and decisions observed in the data.

Our model was evaluated on two different data sets extracted from drone recordings
at two separate locations in Waterloo, Canada: a high-traffic intersection with a higher
density and number of vehicles than pedestrians and a single crosswalk at a university
with a higher density and number of pedestrians than vehicles. The locations of the
two data sets were selected for their differing road geometries and distributions of traffic
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participants. The first is a busy four-way intersection containing traffic lights, pedestrian
crossing signals, and six zebra crossings including two right-turn merge lanes (or slip lanes),
while the second is at a single unsignalized zebra crossing with heavy foot-traffic across a
less busy two-lane road.

The evaluation process is driven by three explicit goals for our model: accurately gen-
erate and reproduce low-level trajectories observed in data, replicate the same high-level
decision-making processes made by real-world pedestrians in a traffic environment, and
prove its extensibility and generalization to environments with differing road structures.
We generate evaluation metrics to measure each one of these requirements and our model
is shown to meet and exceed the given evaluation criteria.

The novel contributions presented in this thesis are as follows:

1. A hierarchical pedestrian behaviour model that incorporates behaviour trees and an
adapted Social Force Model that is capable of producing realistic high-level decisions
and low-level trajectories to navigate through traffic environments with varying road
structures.

2. Extension of the GeoScenario Server simulation environment to integrate dynamic
pedestrians into scenarios along with the existing simulated vehicle agents.

3. A complete set of basic pedestrian maneuvers sufficient for replicating the observed
human actions in two real-world data sets.

4. A suite of behaviour trees and subtrees that provides scenario designers and testers
with customizable and reproducible pedestrian behaviours through three defined lev-
els of aggressiveness observed in real-world data.

The structure and content of the remainder of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2
explores existing pedestrian models and their varying approaches in literature. Chapter
3 discusses the necessary background information needed to understand the components
and concepts integrated into our work. The design, architecture, and implementation of
our presented model is described in Chapter 4 and the evaluation methods and results are
explored in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the conclusions drawn from our work
and possible future research avenues that can build on our contributions.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Given the non-trivial task of handling the dynamic nature of pedestrians, researchers have
theorized and applied a great number of different approaches in order to detect, predict,
reproduce, and explain pedestrian behaviours. Our proposed model incorporates a low-level
motion planner layer driven by an adapted Social Force Model with a decision making layer
that applies customized behaviour trees to determine appropriate maneuvers and decisions.
Since the model considers each pedestrian to be its own individual agent that adopts a
separate instance of the model, we compare our proposed approach to other agent-based
microscopic models. While macroscopic pedestrian models exist in literature [63] [58] [79],
they have historically been used to study crowd dynamics and they consider the collection
of pedestrians in the scene as a continuous medium characterized by properties determined
by the crowd instead of each individual participant. This approach does not lend itself well
to the scenario-based testing process where the interactions between individual or small
groups of pedestrians and vehicles need to be isolated and analyzed.

2.1 Agent-based Microscopic Pedestrian Models

An agent-based microscopic model considers the individual dynamics and characteristics
of each agent and how it interacts with other agents and objects within the environment.
This type of model does not limit itself to simulating only large group crowd dynamics
and allows researchers to study the interactions within small groups of agents as well. One
of our objectives is to create a model that accurately replicates individual behaviours of
pedestrians while maintaining the capability to be extended to model any arbitrary group
size.
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In the following sections, we compare existing pedestrian models to our research to
explain the gaps in current literature and how our model can help fill them.

2.1.1 Social Force Models

Arguably one of the most popular approaches to pedestrian behaviour modelling is through
the use physics-based models. These models consider physical and “social” forces acting
on the agent. An agent’s movement is driven by a combination of all the forces acting on
it at each time step. This approach gained recognition with the introduction of Helbing
and Molnár’s Social Force Model [29]. The authors originally applied their model as a
way to simulate the collective behaviour of a panicking group of people evacuating various
room types in an emergency situation [28]. The basis of their model relied on three main
collections of forces acting on an agent: an attracting force drawing the agent towards
their goal, a repulsive force away from each other agent in the scene, and repulsive forces
from all walls and borders in the environment. The motion resulting from the sum of these
forces was shown to accurately model human movements in their presented scenarios.

While this model seemed to accurately represent human behaviour in the scenarios
presented by the authors, researchers began applying Social Force models to other situa-
tions. Lakoba et al. [34] propose modifications to the original model to accurately replicate
behaviours of individual or small groups of pedestrians in contrast to large crowds. Up to
this point, however, the Social Force Model had not been applied to pedestrians within a
traffic environment.

Suh et al. [68] explored how Helbing and Molnár’s model could be used at a signalized
crosswalk setting which allowed for novel conclusions to be drawn regarding pedestrian
behaviours at a crosswalk. They observed that the majority of pedestrians disregarded the
signal state when making their crossing decision and instead employed a gap-acceptance
approach to crossing. While we observe instances of this behaviour in our intersection
data set, the location is usually too busy for pedestrians to rely on gap-acceptance to cross
and instead we observe that the crossing signal states are much more influential in their
decisions.

Variations of the Social Force Model have since been applied to the signalized crosswalk
setting across multiple countries including the US, China, and Japan. Notable modifica-
tions focus on calibrating optimal parameter values via a maximum log-likelihood esti-
mation to improve collision avoidance between pedestrians and vehicles [85], taking into
account the dynamics and phenomena that occur with counter-flow and leading pedestri-
ans [46], and studying the effect of a flashing green signal (or countdown to stop signal
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state) on pedestrians already in the crosswalk [88].

Multi-layer approaches to model the movements and behaviours of road users have
also made use of Social Force models within their layers, especially within the context of
shared spaces. These approaches include Anvari et al.’s shared space model [8] in which
both vehicles and pedestrians adopt a variation of a SFM with different constraints based
on their physical restrictions. The model incorporates a trajectory-planning layer to find
shortest routes, a Social Force layer to generate feasible trajectories, and a rule-based layer
to define constrains that cannot be modelled by the other layers. Calibration of their
model was performed with a data set of a shared space location in the UK [7]. Rinke et
al. propose another multi-layer approach for shared spaces with a SFM layer [64]. This
particular model introduces a SFM implementation for cyclists as well as pedestrians and
vehicles. Similar to the previous approach, this model contains a trajectory planning layer,
a conflict prediction layer, and a Social Force layer to model interactions between their
three types of road users.

In our work, we propose a similar multi-layer approach involving route planning from
high layers and feasible trajectory generation from lower layers using a Social Force model.
However, our model employs behaviour trees in the upper decision-making layer to enable
a kind of “mode switching”. Behaviour trees can track the stages of a pedestrian’s journey
and apply the appropriate inputs and constraints to the model’s lower layers accordingly.

The Social Force Model and its variations has appeared in literature a number of times
in the past two decades and has repeatedly been applied in traffic environments, ensuring
that appropriate repulsive forces from vehicles are added and calibrated [8] [64] [19] [73].
In our work, we wish to extend the functionality of the Social Force Model through the
use of behaviour trees on a higher decision-making level. With our approach, we are not
limited to one set of parameters per agent per scenario. Instead, we take into account the
environmental context of a given pedestrian and apply the most appropriate instance of
the Social Force Model to the motion planner layer.

2.1.2 Cellular Automata

Apart from physics-based models, another popular approach to microscopic pedestrian
simulation is through cellular automata (CA). A general cellular automaton model dis-
cretizes the physical environment into a grid of cells. For most CAs, a cell is designed to
allow at most one occupying pedestrian, although the exact size of the cells vary between
models. Rules are devised to define how agents may move between neighbouring cells. A
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common approach to define these rules is using a floor field, first introduced by Burstedde
et al. [13], which maps neighbouring cells to probabilities of travelling between them.

Like the Social Force Model, a natural application of cellular automata was found to
be in evacuation scenarios [72] [27] [83] [39] [57]. Within the scope of traffic environments,
researchers have also found success in modelling vehicle traffic flow with cellular automata.
The focus of these models range from studying lane-changing behaviour [42], improving
traffic flow when crossing pedestrians are introduced [87] and when there are changes in
vehicle speeds [60], studying the effects of autonomous vehicles on traffic flow [47], to
modelling traffic flow at intersections with an Internet of Vehicles [86].

For comparisons to our work, we are interested in the use of cellular automata to
model pedestrian flow and behaviour within a traffic environment. In recent years, CAs
have been adopted to model vehicle-pedestrians interactions with the intent of modelling
realistic pedestrian flows on crosswalks and roadways. Similar to Social Force Models, CA
models have been localized to study pedestrian behaviours and interactions with vehicles at
signalized intersections [43] [23]. These models showed that cellular automata models were
effective at modelling complex pedestrian phenomena at signalized crosswalks and could
potentially assist engineers in designing areas shared by pedestrians and vehicles in an
urban setting. More recently, fuzzy logic was incorporated into CA models to model crowd
dynamics at signalized intersections [18] and vehicle-pedestrian conflicts at unsignalized
midblock crossings [38]. Lastly, Layegh et al. developed a cellular automata specifically
designed to study interactions at a multi-lane roundabout [35] with the intent of extending
the capabilities of CA models to different road structures.

Overall, cellular automata have been proven to effectively model pedestrian flow and
even display complex pedestrian phenomena within traffic environments. However, defining
the transition rates between cells in the discretized grid is heavily dependent on the specific
road structure of the environment and does not generalize well to arbitrary traffic locations.
We found that a Social Force Model approach was better suited to work with behaviour
trees, as the decision-making layer could inform a small set of model parameters, and
required less dependency on specific characteristics and properties of the environment.

2.1.3 Game Theoretic Models

Game theory has been accepted as a useful approach to modelling human behaviour due
to our inherent utility-optimizing nature. Humans naturally tend to find ways to expend
the least amount of energy during a task, travel the shortest route available, or even try
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to maximize personal gain in competition with other players which can all be intuitively
modelled using game theory.

As we have seen with Social Force and cellular automata models, game theoretic models
have been applied to the popular emergency evacuation scenario in which a large group
of panicking people evacuate through a small number of relatively narrow exits [48] [72]
[12] [26] [66] [45]. These scenarios have proven to be a natural application for game theory
because, when evacuating, players are constantly competing for space against multiple
other agents and usually have a stronger drive to advance their position than they would
under normal conditions due to the severe nature of the scenario.

Within the scope of pedestrian motion and behaviour modelling, game theoretic models
are often used to supplement other microscopic models, most notably, cellular automata
[72] [26] [45] [78]. In these models, game theoretic concepts are applied to define the tran-
sition rates between neighbouring cells. Games are also used to resolve conflicts between
two agents who both want to travel to the same cell. Note the overlap of these models
with the evacuation scenario.

Game theoretic concepts have also been applied to Social Force models within a few
applications. The emergency evacuation scenario is revisited by Zhu et al. [89] in their
model where users compete against each other in optimization games to reach the best
exit given multiple options. Johora et al. [33] propose a game theoretic Social Force
model aimed at capturing realistic behaviours and interactions of pedestrians and vehicles
in shared spaces. Their approach incorporates multiple layers responsible for trajectory
planning, game theoretic decisions, and force based modelling with a focus on complex
interactions between road users. Existing literature combining the use of game theory and
Social Force models is currently limited.

Finally, even more relevant to the research in this thesis, game theory concepts have
been employed to study and model the interactions between pedestrians and autonomous
vehicles. A common scenario in which game theory is applied is when a pedestrian intends
to cross the road and the vehicle must decide to either yield to the pedestrian or assertively
pass the pedestrian before they cross [51] [15] [50] [14] [16]. This competition for space
forms a game theoretic interaction between pedestrian and vehicle agent in which each
player attempts to maximize their utility function while following the rules of the game.

Game theory has been proven to be a viable approach to modelling complex interactions
between rational agents. In comparison to our use of behaviour trees with a SFM, each
approach comes with its own advantages depending on the context and scope of the test
scenario. Game theoretic models have their advantages in resolving non-trivial interactions
between agents; whereas our approach allows a finer level of control over the behaviours of
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the agents through explicit representation. This provides benefits in scenario design where
testers can force desired behaviours and situations.

2.1.4 Machine Learning Models

With the emergence of machine learning (ML) techniques to help solve real-world prob-
lems, pedestrian behaviour simulation has not escaped its rapidly expanding list of appli-
cations. A range of ML methods have been employed to develop agent-based pedestrian
models. Torrens et al. [75] showed that synthetic non-sampled pedestrian trajectories and
behaviours can be generated in a simulation environment through training a machine learn-
ing scheme on a combination of naturalistic data and agent-generated movements. More
recently, an agent-based pedestrian behaviour model, HAIL, was developed to learn human
behaviours through Imitation Learning of virtual agents [6].

Nasernejad et al. [55] considered a more localized scope in their work on studying
pedestrian reactions to near-misses with vehicles in order to better understand evasive
maneuvering. Their approach uses a continuous Gaussian Process Inverse Reinforcement
Learning (GP-IRL) method to infer reward functions alongside a Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL) algorithm to learn optimal policies. DRL has also been used to simulate
virtual crowds in a dynamically changing environment [36].

There is a wealth of machine learning models to solve the pedestrian trajectory predic-
tion problem in which future trajectories are inferred from a combination of past ground-
truth trajectories and environmental inputs [4] [80] [69] [67] [49] [31] [25]. These prediction
tasks have even been extended to full simulation environments. TrafficSim [70] uses nat-
uralistic data to learn a multi-agent model capable of simulating all road users in traffic,
including pedestrians. From the data, TrafficSim identifies complex agent maneuvers and
interactions that can be leveraged and reproduced in simulation. As emphasized in Chap-
ter 1, our interests do not lie in creating predictive models. Rather, our focus has been to
produce natural and realistic pedestrian behaviour in longer-duration test scenarios.

In terms of the design choices for our model, machine learning techniques simply do not
fully align with our research goals. As further explored in Section 4.1, explicit customization
of pedestrian behaviours is a high priority in designing our model. An important objective
is the ability to inject certain desired behaviours into existing test scenarios involving
pedestrians. This proves to be difficult with learned models, since one must have sufficient
existing data of the desired behaviour. This is especially amplified when testers want to
inject rare events and behaviours that are not frequently found in data sets. For these
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reasons, we do not incorporate machine learning techniques into our pedestrian simulation
model.

2.2 Behaviour Trees

Existing literature regarding the incorporation of behaviour trees into pedestrian simulation
is currently limited. However, behaviour trees are a popular tool in the realm of game
development for defining non-player characters’ (NPC) movements and actions [32] [44]
[65] [9] [3]. We employ a similar strategy to the development of in-game AI players, while
adding degrees of intelligence through our motion planner layer.

In recent years, a few works have explored the use of behaviour trees to improve our
understanding of pedestrian behaviours. Tomai et al. showed the benefits of Learning
Behaviour Trees to simulate a human-like population [74]. Perhaps the work closest in
similarity to ours was done by Paranjape et al. [56] in which simulation-based testing for
AVs was performed by creating virtual cities and agents in order to find rare and interesting
scenarios not yet existing in data sets. These approaches lack sufficient evaluation against
real-world data to validate their models. To the best of our knowledge, behaviour trees
have not been used in conjunction with an agent-based microscopic pedestrian behaviour
model to simulate realistic pedestrian motion and behaviour.
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Chapter 3

Background

3.1 Social Force Model

The Social Force Model (SFM) is responsible for driving low-level basic motion through its
use of “physical” attracting and repelling forces to influence a pedestrian’s next position.
At its base version [28], the model applies three main collections of forces to the agent: an
attracting force drawing the agent towards their destination, a repelling force from each
of the other agents in the scene, and a repelling force from each wall or border in the
environment. These three forces are summed into an acceleration equation that describes
the pedestrian’s change in velocity across consecutive time steps. Helbing’s model has
been shown to reproduce human behaviour phenomena such as the bottle-necking effect
that occurs when a group of people with the same destination all attempt to exit a room
through a narrow doorway and the single file lane formation behaviour when two groups
walking in opposite directions towards each other meet in a narrow corridor. Throughout
this thesis, Helbing’s 2000 Social Force Model will be referred to as the classic or original
SFM as our adaptation is based heavily on this version. We will discuss the basic formulas
that make up the classic Social Force Model and how they work together to drive an agent’s
movements.

The attracting force component of the model is composed of a force vector directed
towards the pedestrian’s current destination or waypoint. Waypoints, which will be fur-
ther discussed in Section 4.2.2, are intermediate destinations the pedestrian visits between
its starting point and final destination point. Pedestrian i’s acceleration over a given
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characteristic time τ is
dvi
dt

=
v0i (t)e

0
i (t)− vi(t)
τi

where v0i (t) is the pedestrian’s desired speed, e0i (t) is the unit vector pointing towards the
current destination, and vi(t) is the current velocity. The first term of the force acting
upon pedestrian i is therefore

fadapt = mi
v0i (t)e

0
i (t)− vi(t)
τi

As pedestrians have a tendency to avoid contact with and maintain a comfortable
distance from vehicles and other pedestrians while they are walking, the SFM incorporates
a collection of repulsive forces between pedestrian i and all other agents in the environment.
This second term of the equation is composed of two sub-forces, fotherPeds and fvehicles, each
a sum of force vectors describing the repulsive effect from other pedestrians and vehicles,
respectively. Starting with other pedestrians, the force acting on pedestrian i is given by

fotherPeds =
∑
j,j 6=i

fij

where fij is the repulsive force of pedestrian j on pedestrian i. This interaction force imple-
ments three intuitive concepts that describe the natural interactions between pedestrians.
The first ensures that pedestrian i maintains a comfortable distance from pedestrian j
given their respective velocities and radii which is described by

Ai exp[(rij − dij)/Bi]nij

where Ai and Bi are coefficients, rij is the sum of pedestrian i and j’s respective radii, ri
and rj, dij is the distance between the pedestrians’ centers of mass, and nij = (n1

ij, n
2
ij) is

the unit vector pointing from pedestrian j to i.

The next two concepts are activated when pedestrians i and j are sufficiently close
(i.e. dij < rij). In order to counteract body compression, a “body force” is included as
φg(rij − dij)nij where the function g(x) is x when x > 0 and 0 when x ≤ 0. To impede
the tangential motion of two close moving objects, a “sliding friction force” is applied,
described by ωg(rij − dij)∆vtjitij where ∆vtji = (vj − vi) · tij and tij = (−n2

ij, n
1
ij). In the

these forces, φ and ω are constants. Figure 3.1 visualizes the components of the body
compression and sliding friction forces, leaving out constant values for simplicity. In the
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diagram, these forces are activated because the distance between the pedestrians’ centers
of mass is less than the sum of their radii. The body compression force is fairly simple and
in the direction of nij in the figure. The resulting sliding friction force is represented by
∆vtjitij which impedes pedestrian i’s tangential movement due to j’s position and velocity.

Figure 3.1: Visualizing the components of the body compression and sliding friction forces
acting on a pedestrian (i) in close proximity to another (j).

Accumulating all the discussed interaction forces acting upon pedestrian i when pedes-
trian j is in close proximity into the final interaction force, fij, gives

fij = {Ai exp[(rij − dij)/Bi] + φg(rij − dij)}nij + ωg(rij − dij)∆vtjitij

Similarly, each vehicle in the scene produces an effect acting on pedestrian i shown in
the sum

fvehicles =
∑
k

fik

The vehicle interaction force, fik, is comparable to the pedestrian interactions but it
has a slightly simplified equation as presented by Anvari et al. [8]. The pedestrian treats
vehicles as having an elliptical shape, or at least considers an ellipse around the body of
the vehicle that defines the space it occupies. To construct the force term fik, we must first
define terms describing each agent’s shape and relationship to the other. The dimensions
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of the ellipse are defined by w and l representing the semi-minor and semi-major axes
respectively. The “radius” of the vehicle, rk, is the distance from its center to the edge of
the ellipse in the direction of the pedestrian. We also determine the angle, φik, between
the vehicle’s heading and the vector pointing from it to the center of the pedestrian. Given
these defined terms and the constants Ak, Bk, and λi, the force acting on pedestrian i by
vehicle k is described by

fik = Ak exp[(rik − dik)/Bk]nikFik

where rik = ri + rk, dik is the distance between centers of the pedestrian and vehicle, nik
is the normalized vector pointing from the center of the vehicle to the pedestrian. Finally,
the last term

Fik = λi + (1− λi)
1 + cos(φik)

2

explains the behaviour of the pedestrian when facing the vehicle given its shape and head-
ing.

Summarizing the collections of repulsive forces between agents and other pedestrians
and vehicles around them gives the two sums

fotherPeds =
∑
j,j 6=i

fij

=
∑
j,j 6=i

(
Ai exp

[
rij − dij
Bi

]
+ φg(rij − dij)

)
nij + ωg(rij − dij)∆vtjitij

and

fvehicles =
∑
k

fik

=
∑
k

Ak exp

[
rik − dik
Bk

]
nik

(
λi + (1− λi)

1 + cos(φik)

2

)
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Similar to behaviours towards vehicles and other pedestrians, pedestrians tend to avoid
walls and borders in their environment, which is implemented in the Social Force Model
with the fborders force. The agent pedestrian i calculates an individual force, fiW with each
wall in its environment and sums all these forces to generate fborders. Each wall force is
determined by the below formula similar to the pedestrian interaction force.

fiW = {Ai exp[(ri − diW )/Bi] + φg(ri − diW )}niW − ωg(ri − diW )(vi · tiW )tiW

where niW and tiW are the unit vectors perpendicular and tangential to the wall, respec-
tively, relative to the pedestrian.

At each time step, the Social Force Model for pedestrian i receives as input the positions
and velocities of all other agents, the relative locations of each wall or border segment in
the scene, as well as its own desired velocity vector pointing towards its destination point
and determines i’s change in velocity with the acceleration term

mi
dvi
dt

= fadapt + fotherPeds + fvehicles + fborders

= mi
v0i (t)e

0
i (t)− vi(t)
τi

+
∑
j,j 6=i

fij +
∑
k

fik +
∑
W

fiW

3.2 Behaviour Trees

Behaviour trees are powerful tools that can be used to concisely model a wide range of
decision making processes. One of their main advantages is that they are easily under-
standable and can be designed without extensive expert knowledge. While the trees can
grow with as much complexity as the user desires, we have found through evaluation of
our model that behaviour trees of a manageable size (< 15 leaf nodes) are quite sufficient
in modelling the non-trivial behaviours of pedestrians in traffic. Within our model, each
pedestrian agent in each scenario is assigned a personalized behaviour tree to determine
which maneuver to perform at each execution time step.

The behaviour trees used in the presented model are composed of four types of nodes:
selectors, sequence, maneuvers, and conditions. In the context of our model, the leaf nodes
of the tree are maneuvers and conditions and the internal nodes are selectors and sequences,
otherwise known as composite nodes. Each internal node can have one or more children.
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The basic process of traversing and evaluating a behaviour tree involves “ticking” the
tree. When a behaviour tree is ticked, the tree is traversed in a depth-first fashion starting
at the root. It is not necessary that every node is visited with each tick of the tree and the
tick’s path is dependent on the evaluation of the visited conditions and maneuvers. After
a leaf node has been visited and evaluated, a status is returned back up the tree with the
tick. Based on their type (selector or sequence), internal nodes use the returned status to
determine the next path of the tick. Within the scope of our model, the valid statuses are
SUCCESS, FAILURE, and RUNNING. In general, conditions return a status of SUCCESS
or FAILURE and maneuvers return SUCCESS or RUNNING.

An example of a simple behaviour tree can be seen in Figure 3.2. We will explain in
detail the process of ticking this example tree in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Selector and Sequence Nodes

Selector nodes, denoted by a question mark [?], are essentially equivalent to a logical OR.
When they are reached by the tick, they continue ticking their child nodes, in order of left
to right, as long as they receive a status of FAILURE. If they receive a status of SUCCESS
or RUNNING, then the selector node returns that same status to their parent node. If
they tick through all their children and each child returns FAILURE, then the selector
node returns a status of FAILURE to their parent. The idea of a selector node is to select
one of its children to be executed. This is useful when the tree must select an action to
take from an ordered list of actions with decreasing priorities.

Sequence nodes, as their same suggests, are used to execute a sequence of actions as
long as each action executes successfully. They can be thought of as analogous to a logical
AND. Sequence nodes are denoted by an arrow [→]. When a sequence node is visited, it
proceeds to tick each child in order until it receives a status of FAILURE at which point
it returns FAILURE to its parent. If no children return FAILURE, it returns the tick to
its parent node with the status of its last executed child, either SUCCESS or RUNNING.

Since the root node is internal, it will either be a sequence or selector node. As it does
not have a parent node, the status that would normally be returned to its parent node
is used as the return status of the entire tree. The leaf node that generated the status
returned by the root node is selected to be executed. The trees used in our model are
designed such that the selected leaf node will always be a maneuver node, which is the
maneuver chosen to be performed by the pedestrian.
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3.2.2 Maneuver and Condition Nodes

Each leaf node of the behaviour trees used in our model is either a condition node or a
maneuver node. The trees of our model are intentionally designed in such a way that
ensures a maneuver node is the last leaf node visited before returning from the tree for
any given tick sequence. The last maneuver node visited describes the maneuver selected
to ultimately be executed by the pedestrian.

Condition nodes are designed to return a binary status of either SUCCESS or FAIL-
URE, which is then processed by their parent node. These nodes provide context and
information about the current state of the environment, such as the state of a given pedes-
trian crossing signal, and are used to guide the tick to the most appropriate maneuver.
The specific maneuver and condition nodes used in the model’s behaviour trees are covered
in detail in Section 4.3.

Throughout this thesis, maneuver nodes are visually represented by ellipses and condi-
tion nodes by diamonds.

3.2.3 Simple Behaviour Tree Example

We will illustrate the process of ticking a behaviour tree with a simple example for clarity.
Suppose that a pedestrian within our model is following the behaviour tree shown in
Figure 3.2. Note the shapes of the condition and maneuver leaf nodes. Suppose the
pedestrian is currently waiting at a crosswalk entrance with the intention of crossing.
They must consider the crossing signal state before making their crossing decision.

Let’s first assume the crossing signal is red. The following steps walk through the tick’s
traversal of the tree for the given context.

1. The tick’s path starts at the root selector node and travels down to the leftmost leaf
node in a depth-first fashion.

2. From the environment’s state, this condition node determines whether the pedestrian
crossing signal for the relevant crosswalk is green. Since it is not green, the node
returns the tick back up to its parent with a status of FAILURE.

3. We know that sequence nodes, [→], tick their children successively until they receive
a FAILURE status, so the tick then returns to the root node with the same FAILURE
status.
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Figure 3.2: Example of a simple behaviour tree used to determine the appropriate maneuver
for a pedestrian waiting to enter and cross a signalized crosswalk.

4. Selector nodes, [?], on the other hand, tick their child nodes in order as long as they
receive a status of FAILURE. Therefore, the root will direct the tick to its right child,
a maneuver leaf node.

5. In our model, we designed maneuvers to always be immediately executable by the
subsequent layers so the tick returns back to the parent node (the root), this time
with a status of SUCCESS.

6. Finally, the tick returns from the entire tree with the maneuver Wait at crosswalk
entrance since the selector at the root received a status of SUCCESS (and also ran
out of unvisited child nodes). This maneuver is the one selected to be executed by
the pedestrian. It is important to note that the Behaviour Layer does not actually
execute the maneuver. The selected maneuver is passed to the Maneuver layer to plan
the resulting trajectory and finally the Motion Planner Layer handles the execution
of the pedestrian’s decision.

Now suppose the crossing signal is green. The condition node in Step 2 would evaluate
to true and return SUCCESS to its parent, a sequence node, which would direct the tick
to the maneuver Enter crosswalk. Because the parent sequence node has run out of
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children, it returns the SUCCESS status to the root selector node and causes the tick
to return from the entire tree with the maneuver that was last visited. Therefore, the
pedestrian decides to enter the crosswalk.

3.3 GeoScenario

The scenarios run by the model are defined and designed in GeoScenario [62], a Domain-
Specific Language built on top of the Open Street Map (OSM) standard. First, we must
define how a scenario is expressed within GeoScenario. Scenarios are composed of a set
of elements such as a road network, vehicle and pedestrian agents, agent start positions
and goals (destinations), paths, triggers, and actions, though not all of these are necessary
for our model. The scenario is formed by representing the included elements in a formal
language following the OSM standard.

GeoScenario adopts two core building blocks from OSM: the node and the way. A node
is an elemental point within the scenario that can be used to either represent a single entity,
such as a pedestrian agent or an agent’s destination point, or be used to build composite
elements, such as a way that may be part of a road boundary. A way is simply an ordered
sequence of nodes that can be used to compose, for example, a lane boundary or even
define the path of an agent in the scenario. A way can either be open or closed based on
its intended use. A closed way can be used to define an area of particular interest, such
as a traffic island. Nodes and ways are used to construct the components of each scenario
within GeoScenario.

While nodes and ways are low-level elemental components, they can be augmented
with additional information with the use of tags. Tags have a key-value format where the
key is selected from a known list of valid keys and the value should be within acceptable
range or set of options for the given key. Tags can add information valuable to the scenario
definition such as each agent’s type (vehicle or pedestrian) or the underlying map structure
used by the scenario. For example, the specific key to define the type of an agent is gs, so
the key-value tag 〈gs, pedestrian〉 is assigned to each pedestrian agent within the scenario.

Each scenario is required to specify a map file to define the underlying road structure.
Like scenario files, map files also follow the OSM standard and are constructed with a net-
work of nodes and ways. Additional information on the map files is provided in Section 3.4.
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3.4 Lanelet2 Maps

The map files that form the underlying road structure of scenarios are constructed following
the standard Lanelet2 framework [59]. At their core, Lanelet2 maps are composed of
lanelets, areas, and regulatory elements. Following the OSM standard from Section 3.3,
lanelets are defined by their borders, made up of nodes and ways. They define drivable
and walkable sections of the traffic environment, such the road and sidewalk. However, a
lanelet is just one elemental section of the roadway, so sequences of lanelets joined by their
borders’ end points are formed to construct the entire road structure of the environment.
For example, a single lane of a roadway is represented by a sequence of connected lanelets,
with each following lanelet sharing their end points with its successor. Lanelets can also
have tags assigned to them that augment the relevant information associated with that
particular section of the road or sidewalk. Lanelet tags follow the same format as scenario
tags in GeoScenario. Common lanelet tags include intended users of the lanelet (pedestrian,
vehicles, etc.), whether the lanelet is bidirectional, and the speed limit within the defined
section of roadway.

Less commonly used than lanelets, areas are closed polygons with their borders defined
by three or more points. Areas can take on any shape and are used to represent a space
that can be occupied by road users but have no inherent direction of travel, such as a traffic
island or a parking space. In the data sets used in our evaluation, areas are only used to
represent pedestrian traffic islands.

Regulatory elements provide the designer with a way to express traffic rules. Regulatory
elements generally represent a physical (or at least observable) element of the environment
such as a stop sign or traffic light, but users are free to extend their use to express any
traffic rules required in a specific scenario. For our purposes, regulatory elements are used
to represent stop signs, traffic lights, and pedestrian crossing signals. Specifics on how
regulatory elements are used within our model are provided in Section 4.2.1.
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Chapter 4

Hierarchical Pedestrian Behaviour
Model

4.1 Model Design

This section discusses the design goals of a practical agent-based microscopic pedestrian
simulation model and how our presented model addresses and achieves each one.

Facilitation of Scenario Creation (G1)

An essential component of scenario-based testing is a clear, straight-forward, and easily
explainable scenario creation process. With a highly customizable model, the necessity
of this requirement is even stronger as the tester is provided with a wide range of design
choices. To address this, we represent scenarios in the Domain Specific Language, GeoSce-
nario, and employ the Open Street Map scenario editor tool, JOSM [2], to create and edit
scenarios. JOSM provides a drag-and-drop style interface to edit Open Street Map files
by allowing users to quickly add, move, and tag nodes and ways (Figure 4.1). Recall from
Section 3.3, nodes and ways are the scenario building blocks and are used to construct
many different elements of the scenario including dynamic agents, static objects, and even
entire Lanelet2 maps. Testers are able to create and edit tags for one or multiple elements
at a time within JOSM, allowing them to set a pedestrian agent’s name, type, goal point,
and personal behaviour tree file. Customizing behaviours with behaviour trees is discussed
in the following section.
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Figure 4.1: Using the Java Open Street Map editing tool to edit a scenario.

Customizable Pedestrian Behaviour (G2)

Pedestrians in the real world display a spectrum of behaviours, so it is not reasonable for our
model to assume each pedestrian agent will act the same and make the same decisions at
all times, even given identical contexts. Behaviour trees provide the tester with a fine-level
of control over how each pedestrian behaves and are an integral part of each scenario. Each
pedestrian is assigned a behaviour tree file at scenario creation, though multiple pedestrians
may be assigned the same file. This file is a text representation of the behaviour tree that
dictates the pedestrian’s decisions throughout their journey. We will revisit the behaviour
tree from the example in Section 3.2. Figure 4.2 displays the text file representation of the
example behaviour tree, enter xwalk on green, where each line of text signifies a different
node in the tree (except for the title on the first line). Note the parameters passed to each
maneuver and condition node and how the indentation corresponds to the tree’s structure.
The details of these parameters is discussed further in Section 4.3.

As an example of how different behaviour trees can influence different decisions, we
consider the case of a pedestrian approaching a crosswalk that they intend to cross, where
the crossing signal displays a countdown of 7 seconds to the stopping “red hand” state.
An able-bodied pedestrian in a hurry might choose to enter the crosswalk and increase
their walking speed as they cross, whereas an elderly pedestrian may opt to wait for the
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(a) Tree representation (b) Text representation

Figure 4.2: Tree (a) and text (b) representations of the same enter xwalk on green be-
haviour tree

next green “walk” signal to start crossing. These two decisions can both be modelled with
either completely different trees or the same tree with different parameters that influence
the crossing decision. This exact scenario and others are further explored in the evaluation
section 5.2.2.

Dynamic Interactions Between Agents (G3)

The interactions involving pedestrian agents within a scenario is largely handled by the
Social Force Model component of the motion planner layer. These interactions can be
between pedestrians or between a pedestrian and a vehicle. There is a collection of repelling
physical forces between each pedestrian and all the other dynamic agents that makes
up an essential component in the SFM acceleration equation. These forces ensure that
agents maintain a comfortable distance from and do not run into each other while ensuring
pedestrians produce natural movements when close to other agents. The Social Force Model
has been proven to effectively produce a realistic representation of human behaviour and
interactions between human agents. This is also supported by our observations during the
model’s evaluation process.

The handling of dynamic interactions is also taken on by the behaviour tree component.
A wide range of interaction behaviours can be modelled based on the specific condition and
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maneuver nodes within the tree. For example, pedestrians may employ a gap-acceptance
approach to decide whether to enter a crosswalk. Condition nodes can check the speeds and
positions of the relevant vehicles and the tree would make a crossing decision depending on
the pedestrian’s acceptance parameters. If conditions change throughout the interaction,
behaviour trees handle the discrete switching behaviour which allows the pedestrian to
dynamically change their decision based on the new information. Behaviour trees provide
an explicit representation of dynamic interactions between agents which proves useful in
scenario design.

Realistic Human Movements and Decisions (G4)

A practical pedestrian behaviour model needs to be able to simulate realistic movements
and rational decision-making processes. We evaluate this requirement on our model against
two naturalistic data sets with different road structures. Our hierarchical approach of
handling high-level decisions with customizable behaviour trees whose outputs inform low-
level trajectory movements is shown to be effective in producing realistic movements and
decisions that map to real-world scenarios.

4.2 Model Architecture

In this section, we will discuss the structure of the presented model. Since we employ an
agent-based approach, each pedestrian within a scenario contains an individual instance
of the model. The model receives both static environmental inputs upon startup of the
scenario that remain constant throughout execution (e.g. map structure, static objects)
and dynamic inputs from changing aspects of the scenario (e.g. other agents, traffic light
states). At each scenario time step, each pedestrian perceives the environment around them
and forms a simplified state representation of it, which acts as the dynamic input to the
model. This representation consists of state vectors for all agents, containing positional,
velocity, acceleration, and heading information as well as traffic light state information for
both vehicle traffic lights and pedestrian crossing signals.

The architecture is composed of three layers: the Behaviour layer, Maneuver layer, and
Motion Planner layer. As an overview, the Behaviour layer receives the environment state
representation and decides on an appropriate maneuver to execute. This maneuver is then
passed to the Maneuver layer, which plans how best to execute the selected maneuver
and forms instructions on how to adapt the current trajectory in the form of a vector
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containing the pedestrian’s updated waypoint, direction vector, and desired speed, to pass
to the Motion Planner layer. When the Motion Planner layer receives these instructions,
it feeds the passed vector into the Social Force Model to determine the state information
of the pedestrian for the next time step. Finally, this state information is updated and
reflected in the environment. This process flow is visualized in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Model diagram with process and information flow.

4.2.1 World Model and Pedestrian Representation

The simulation traffic environment is represented in the three dimensional Cartesian coor-
dinate frame and all computations for pedestrian movements are calculated in this frame.
To reduce computational complexity, the z-coordinate for agent positioning is taken to be 0
so all calculations are reduced to be within the 2D xy-plane. The physical traffic structure
of the world is represented by Lanelet2 compatible map files.

Lanelet2 Maps

As discussed in Section 3.4, our model relies on the Lanelet2 libraries to represent the
traffic environment with OSM map files. These files must follow the Lanelet2 standards in
order to be properly processed by the model.

To ensure compatibility between our model and Lanelet2 standards, we include pedestrian-
specific lanelets and areas, with their own set of requirements, to the map file. In this
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section, we discuss these additional requirements we have defined. Any potential walking
area in the scene must be represented and covered by a bidirectional pedestrian lanelet
or area. This includes all sidewalks, crosswalks, and any pedestrian-specific areas, such as
a traffic island. Intuitively, they are required to be bidirectional because, unlike vehicles,
pedestrians can travel in any direction within their designated walking areas. In Lanelet2,
we refer to the specific type of walking area (e.g. crosswalk, sidewalk, traffic island) as
the lanelet or area’s sub-type. Any Lanelet2 map file intended to be used with the model
must follow the requirements listed below in order to ensure compatibility. The following
lists define requirements for pedestrian lanelets, areas, and the pedestrian crossing signal
regulatory element.

Lanelets

1. Any walkable space must be covered by one or more lanelet or area.

2. If a pedestrian-specific space, such as a sidewalk, has an accessible crosswalk (i.e.
the pedestrian does not need to enter the roadway in order to enter the crosswalk),
there must be a sequence of connected lanelets from that space to the crosswalk.
In this context, two lanelets are connected if they share end points (nodes) such
that the left border of the preceding lanelet shares an end point with the left border
of the succeeding lanelet and likewise for the right border. This requirement is to
ensure pedestrians can find valid routes of sequential lanelets from their position to
all crosswalks accessible to them.

3. Any two points on the same segment of sidewalk must have a connected sequence
of lanelets between them. Two connected lanelets composing a portion of sidewalk
must share end points; however, the left border of one lanelet does not necessarily
need to share an end point with the left border of the other lanelet. It may share
an end point with the right border instead. This loosens the definition of connected
lanelets only when all lanelets involved are part of the sidewalk. A single segment of
crosswalk is defined as a continuous stretch of sidewalk such that a pedestrian is not
required to leave the sidewalk to travel between any two points.

Areas

1. At minimum, an area must have a closed outer border defined by a set of points in
a clockwise orientation.
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2. In order for a crosswalk (or any other lanelet) to be accessible from an area, one of
the crosswalk’s pairs of end points (either both start points or both end points) must
be shared with any two points of the area’s outer border.

Pedestrian Crossing Signal

1. Each pedestrian crossing signal must have a corresponding regulatory element defined
in the underlying map file.

2. A crosswalk is not required to have a crossing signal. If a crosswalk does not have a
signal, the pedestrian is assumed to have right-of-way over vehicles.

3. Each crossing signal element must be tagged with a sequence of states and durations.
The states are a list of characters that correspond to light states. The standard
states are G for green, R for red, and Y for yellow. The list of durations define
the number of seconds each corresponding state is active. For example, given the
states 〈G, Y,R〉 and the durations 〈15, 5, 20〉, the crossing signal will be green for 15
seconds, then yellow for 5 seconds, and finally red for 20 seconds before looping back
to the beginning state of green for 15 seconds and so on.

Dynamic Elements

The world is also represented by its changing elements in the form of dynamic agents and
states. Both dynamic and static elements are contained within the simulation environ-
ment. Static elements make up unchanging aspects of the world such as the physical road
geometry, traffic lights, and road signs. On the other hand, dynamic elements can change
throughout the execution of the scenario. Within our model’s scope, these are primarily
composed of dynamic road users and traffic light/pedestrian crossing signal states.

There exist two types of pedestrian agents: Trajectory Pedestrians (TP) and Simulated
Pedestrians (SP). Trajectory Pedestrians follow a predefined sequence of trajectory points
with preset time intervals and do not use our model to drive their motion. Simulated
pedestrians do apply the presented model to determine their movements and are the focus
of discussion of this thesis. Unless otherwise noted, “model pedestrian” refers to an agent
of the SP type. All agents within a scenario share a common format to represent their
current state at time t. Agents’ state information contains two dimensional positional,
velocity, and acceleration components as well as heading in the vector |(x, ẋ, ẍ, y, ẏ, ÿ, θ)|t.
Vehicle agents have similar type options: Trajectory Vehicles (TV) and Simulated Driver
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Vehicles (SDV). The SDV model is presented by Queiroz et al. (under submission). The
state vector format is shared between all types of pedestrian and vehicle agents.

Unlike for vehicles, where one or more could be controlled by the automated driving
system under test and are marked as “ego”, there is no concept of an “ego” pedestrian. All
model pedestrians are represented the same way and have access to all the same information
from the environment. That being said, our method for the evaluation of the model employs
a process where there is only one SP pedestrian per scenario who is, indeed, the main focus
of these specific scenarios.

4.2.2 Traffic State Estimation and Pedestrian Motion

Every decision a pedestrian makes in traffic is dependent on the state of the environment
around them. In order to make sense of the perceived world, pedestrians within the
model form a simplified estimation of the traffic environment composed of properties and
characteristics of the current traffic state at a given time. The traffic state estimation is
accessible to the pedestrian at any layer of execution (Behaviour, Maneuver, and Motion
Planner) and consists of the static lanelet map and the current states of the pedestrian
crossing signals and all other agents in the scene. Pedestrians technically have access to the
state of the vehicle traffic lights, although it is not taken into consideration for any decision
by the model in its current implementation. Perhaps in future iterations of the model, the
pedestrian may consider the traffic light states while deciding which crosswalk to take when
all the crossing signals are red. The traffic lights may indicate which crosswalk will have a
green walk signal next. However, this functionality is not yet implemented.

The overall pedestrian walking mission is defined by a starting point and ending point
(destination) set in the Cartesian xy-plane. The SP agent does not plan the path for
their entire journey when they are initialized upon startup of the scenario. Instead, the
pedestrian plans one segment of their journey towards their destination at a time. These
segments are defined by an ordered sequence of connected lanelets or areas (or a com-
bination of both) starting with the space the pedestrian currently occupies. Once the
pedestrian has traversed their current planned segment, the planning process is run again
and a new journey segment is determined. The goal is to bring the pedestrian closer to
their destination with each planned segment. Given the intended and tested traffic en-
vironments available to us, each segment either ends at the agent’s destination or at a
crosswalk the pedestrian must cross to reach their destination. For the latter case, the
lanelet representing the crosswalk is not included in the segment, but will be a part of
the next planned segment. This is working under the assumption that if the pedestrian’s
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destination is not on the same sidewalk as the pedestrian, then there exists a sequence of
crosswalks and other valid walking areas that will lead to the destination. We refer to the
pedestrian’s current journey segment as their local path.

The concept of local paths also introduces the idea of intermediate waypoints. Way-
points are required for the Social Force Model calculations in the Motion Planner layer in
order for the pedestrian to travel their local path. The pedestrian determines one way-
point per planned local path and places it at the midpoint of the two endpoints of the last
lanelet in the path. This provides a temporary intermediate goal point for the pedestrian
while travelling their current local path. This waypoint is one of the few inputs to the
Motion Planner layer required to determine the pedestrian’s next state vector. In general,
the attracting force of the SFM calculation is towards the pedestrian’s waypoint, meaning
the pedestrian’s desired velocity vector, v, points to it. However, in some cases, this may
be overridden by the Maneuver layer in which a different unit direction vector, d, may be
passed to the SFM changing the pedestrian’s desired velocity to be in the direction of d
with the magnitude of v.

Throughout execution of the scenario, model pedestrians continuously iterate through
the process of dynamically determining and traversing local paths until they reach their
destination point.

4.2.3 Behaviour Layer

The Behaviour layer is tasked with determining an appropriate maneuver to execute given
the current environmental context. It contains the pedestrian’s specific assigned behaviour
tree and consumes the current traffic state estimation as well as configuration parameters
for the tree and each possible maneuver. The output of this layer is a selected maneuver
with its specific configuration parameters, which is subsequently passed to the Maneuver
layer.

At a higher decision making level, behaviour trees are designed to check certain condi-
tions from the traffic state estimation and select a maneuver based on the particular set
of conditions. At creation, each pedestrian is assigned one behaviour tree to determine
which maneuvers can possibly be executed throughout their journey. This tree may have
sub-trees in its structure, but the pedestrian still has a single main “root” behaviour tree.
At each simulation cycle, the Behaviour layer ticks each model pedestrian’s respective
behaviour tree and selects an appropriate maneuver for each to execute. The behaviour
trees used in our model are designed to always return a valid maneuver with a status of
SUCCESS at each tick.
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Figure 4.4: Default behaviour tree assigned to model pedestrians.

Sub-trees

Behaviour trees support the use of sub-trees within their structure. This provides the
additional benefit of modularity and avoids trees growing too large in their complexity. A
sub-tree is itself a separate behaviour tree that can simply be “plugged into” another tree,
always at a leaf node, to extend the main tree’s structure. As an example, Figure 4.4 shows
a single sub-tree, labelled Enter Crosswalk Sub-tree and represented by a triangle,
incorporated into the pedestrian’s main behaviour tree in substitute of a leaf node. When
the tick reaches a sub-tree node, it immediately begins to tick the sub-tree from its root.
Sub-trees may not necessarily always output a maneuver and should be viewed as simply
an extension of their base tree.

In this model, we use sub-trees to generate different variants of behaviour to control how
different pedestrians may react in the same situation. Specifically, we have defined three
levels of aggressiveness (Low, Medium, High) to describe pedestrians’ varying decision
processes when deciding the time at which they will enter their target crosswalk given
the current crossing signal state. A pedestrian’s target crosswalk is the crosswalk they
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have already decided to take as part of their local path. Each of these three levels of
aggressiveness has a corresponding sub-tree that can be substituted in place of the sub-
tree node to provide the pedestrian with a different decision-making process in the given
situation. In order for the selected sub-tree to be invoked, the pedestrian must be at the
entrance of their target crosswalk (within a threshold distance of the entrance point) and
the target crosswalk must have a crossing signal. Below are tree representations of the
three sub-trees, each corresponding to a defined level of aggressiveness with explanations
on their respective decision-making processes.

Low - Only enter on green light (Figure 4.5)
At the lowest level of aggressiveness, the pedestrian will only enter the crosswalk if the
corresponding crossing signal is green. If the signal is not green, the pedestrian will wait
at the crosswalk entrance until a change in state of the signal.

Figure 4.5: Enter Crosswalk sub-tree - Aggressiveness Level 1

Medium - Enter on yellow if pedestrian can cross before red (Figure 4.6)
The medium level of aggressiveness includes the “entering logic” of the low level (i.e. the
pedestrian will enter the crosswalk on a green signal), but it adds extra conditions and
maneuvers in the case of a yellow signal. Note that we are assuming the yellow state
includes a countdown until the next red state that is made available to the pedestrian. If
the crossing signal is yellow, the pedestrian must estimate if they can cross the crosswalk
before the signal turns red within a reasonable margin. In order to make this estimation,
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the pedestrian must take into account the time in seconds to the next red signal tred, their
own walking speed, a realistic increase in speed if necessary, and the distance they must
travel to finish crossing. All of these factors are considered in the below calculation of
Boolean xcan cross to determine whether crossing before red is possible.

xcanCross =

{
true if tcross ≤ tred

false otherwise
(4.1)

where

tcross =
dentry + dxwalk − dfromExit

s ∗ (1 + k)

In the tcross equation above, the numerator represents the distance the pedestrian must
travel to be considered finished crossing the crosswalk. The three components, dentry,
dwalk, and dfromExit are the distances, respectively, from the pedestrian’s current position
to the crosswalk entrance point, from the crosswalk entrance to its exit point, and a
configurable distance from the crosswalk exit the pedestrian must reach to be considered
to have sufficiently crossed the crosswalk. This third distance is necessary to cover the
observed case where pedestrians will start crossing a crosswalk knowing they cannot fully
cross before the red state but they can at least travel an acceptable distance before the
red. This risk-taking behaviour was frequently observed in our evaluation data sets so a
configurable parameter was added to allow testers to set this distance. The denominator
of tcross is the product of the default desired speed of the pedestrian, s, and a factor by
which the pedestrian can reasonably increase their speed in order to finish crossing before
the next red signal, k. Note, k = 1 results in a 100% increase in walking speed.

High - Enter crosswalk unless oncoming vehicle presents danger (Figure 4.7)
The highest level of aggressiveness is reserved for risk-taking pedestrians that disregard
crossing signals and simply try to optimize the time and distance travelled of their journey.
As explained before, a higher level of aggressiveness will always enter the crosswalk given
the same conditions a lower level also entered on. Thus, a high-aggressiveness pedestrian
will enter the crosswalk on a yellow when they judge that they can finish crossing before the
next red and always on a green signal. Additionally, if the signal is red or a yellow where
they cannot cross before the next red, then the high-aggressiveness pedestrian checks for
oncoming vehicles. If there is an oncoming vehicle that presents a danger to them if they
cross (as described by the Vehicle approaching crosswalk condition), the pedestrian
will not enter the crosswalk; otherwise, they will.
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Figure 4.6: Enter Crosswalk sub-tree - Aggressiveness Level 2

The sub-trees described above provide the user of the model with customization freedom
and a higher degree of control over the pedestrians’ behaviour. A level of aggressiveness is
assigned to each pedestrian at creation which determines the sub-tree that extends their
main behaviour tree (Figure 4.4) at the leaf node labelled Enter Crosswalk Sub-tree.

4.2.4 Maneuver Layer

Given a valid maneuver from the Behaviour layer, the Maneuver layer translates the se-
lected maneuver into low-level instructions on how to adapt the agent’s trajectory. These
instructions have three components: a unit direction vector d, a waypoint w, and a desired
speed s. These three components are passed to the Motion Planner layer and are essential
for the Social Force Model calculation. This section defines the set of available maneuvers
and explores each one’s process of determining the trajectory adapting instructions.

In order to model the wide range of complex pedestrian behaviours in the real world, a
sufficiently complete list of pedestrian maneuvers is valuable to have at a tester’s disposal.
We construct such a list to draw from when designing each behaviour tree. The complete
list of the maneuvers implemented in the model is presented below with brief explanations
of their purpose and application. As different pedestrians display varying tendencies and
behaviours, many of the below maneuvers have additional parameters that can be adjusted
to fit the desired walking style.
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Figure 4.7: Enter Crosswalk sub-tree - Aggressiveness Level 3

Maneuvers

Keep in Lane
Default maneuver. The pedestrian walks towards their current waypoint following the
borders of the sidewalk or crosswalk lanelet they occupy. Both the pedestrian’s waypoint
and desired speed do not change during this maneuver. The direction vector d, however,
depends on the geometry of their current lanelet and the relative position of the waypoint.
If the waypoint is within the line-of-sight of the pedestrian (i.e. a straight line from the
pedestrian’s position to the waypoint does not intersect any lanelet borders of their local
path), then the direction vector simply points to the waypoint. Otherwise, the pedestrian
will select a direction vector parallel to either the left or right border of their current lanelet
to simulate “following” the selected border.

In order to select which lanelet border to follow, the agent considers their current
waypoint and their currently occupied lanelet’s exit point. Since their current lanelet is
part of an ordered sequence of lanelets (the pedestrian’s local path), there is an inherent
order to the lanelet borders’ points. The lanelet’s exit point is defined as the midpoint
between the last point of the left border and the last point of the right border. The agent
then draws a line intersecting their position point and their current lanelet’s exit point.
If their waypoint w lies to the left of this line, the pedestrian selects the left border to
follow and vice versa if w lies to the right. Generally, a lanelet’s left and right borders are
reasonably parallel making this border selection arbitrary; however, we present a simple
method to account for unusual sidewalk or other walking spaces’ geometries.
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Stop
The pedestrian’s desired speed is set to zero to allow the pedestrian to decelerate to a stop
at a natural rate as determined by the Motion Planning layer. The waypoint and direction
vector are not changed by this maneuver.

Enter Crosswalk
If this maneuver has been selected, the pedestrian has made the decision to enter their
target crosswalk and is within a given threshold distance from the crosswalk’s entrance
point. A crosswalk’s entrance point is defined in a similar way to a lanelet’s exit point from
the Keep in Lane maneuver, except using the first points of the left and right borders.
The current waypoint is updated to be the exit point of the crosswalk. The pedestrian’s
desired speed is set as the agent’s default desired speed determined at pedestrian creation.
The direction vector is set to point at the updated waypoint.

Exit Crosswalk
The pedestrian has almost finished crossing their target crosswalk (i.e. within a threshold
distance of its exit point) and must determine their next action. This maneuver invokes
the function to plan the pedestrian’s next local path. The waypoint is then updated to
be the endpoint of the last lanelet in the updated path. The direction vector and desired
speed are not changed.

Wait at Crosswalk
The pedestrian has selected a target crosswalk but cannot enter it yet due to the crossing
signal state. The pedestrian remains within a threshold distance from the entrance until
the pedestrian’s behaviour tree results in a different maneuver. In the usual case, the next
maneuver is Enter Crosswalk and is executed when the target crosswalk’s signal turns to
green. The desired speed is 0 and both the waypoint and direction vector are unchanged.

Increase Walking Speed
The pedestrian’s desired walking speed is multiplied by a constant specified by a config-
uration parameter set in the behaviour tree’s node for this maneuver. The waypoint and
direction vector are unchanged.

Select Crosswalk by Light State
The pedestrian is approaching their target crosswalk and must re-evaluate their crosswalk
selection based on the current state of the crossing signals. This maneuver invokes a
function to select a new target crosswalk from the list of accessible crosswalks. Details of
this function are given in Section 4.2.4. The waypoint is updated to be the entrance point
of the selected crosswalk. The desired speed and direction are not changed.

Return to Crosswalk Entrance
After a pedestrian has entered the crosswalk, they may choose to return to the entrance
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if remaining in the crosswalk or continuing to cross endangers their safety. They also may
simply change their mind about needing to cross. In this case, the waypoint is updated to be
the entrance point of the crosswalk they are currently crossing, the direction vector points
to the new waypoint and the desired speed is unchanged. This maneuver is not included in
the default behaviour tree, but it provides the tester with the option to configure unusual
but completely plausible behaviours.

The output of the Maneuver layer, (w, d, s), is passed to the Motion Planner layer to
determine the change in the pedestrian’s state vector.

Conditions

Aside from maneuvers, behaviour tree leaf nodes can also be condition nodes. These
Boolean nodes are evaluated and a status of SUCCESS is returned if the given condition
evaluates to true and FAILURE if it evaluates to false. Within the scope of our model,
condition nodes never return a RUNNING status. Below are examples of conditions used
in our pedestrian behaviour trees. While we have found, through testing, that our set
of conditions is sufficient in accounting for the dynamic nature of the test data sets, it
is difficult to claim that a list of conditions is complete in this context since they are
dependent on multiple factors such as available maneuvers, specific model implementation
details, and physical structure of the environment.

Reached goal
Returns true if pedestrian is within a configurable threshold Euclidean distance from their
goal point. Otherwise returns false.

Has target crosswalk
Returns true if pedestrian has selected a crosswalk to cross next, regardless of the target
crosswalk’s signal state or whether it even has a crossing signal. This condition will return
true following execution of the target crosswalk selection function referenced in maneuver
Select Crosswalk by Light State.

This condition will return false if there are no crosswalks that are advantageous for the
pedestrian to take to bring them closer to their destination. In this case, the destination
point is required to be within the same sidewalk segment as the pedestrian.

Approaching target crosswalk
Returns true if the pedestrian has selected a target crosswalk and is within a configurable
threshold distance from its entrance point. Otherwise returns false.

At target crosswalk entrance
Returns true if the pedestrian has selected a target crosswalk and is within a configurable
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threshold distance from its entrance point, otherwise returns false. Note that this condition
is almost identical to Approaching target crosswalk; however, the threshold distance
of this condition is smaller and they are differentiated by their roles in the behaviour tree
shown in Figure 4.4.

At target crosswalk exit
Returns true if pedestrian has already entered their target crosswalk (i.e. executed the
Enter Crosswalk maneuver) and is within a threshold distance from the exit point.
Otherwise, returns false.

Waiting at target crosswalk entrance
Returns true if the condition At target crosswalk entrance is true but they cannot
enter the crosswalk yet due to the crossing signal state. Otherwise, returns false.

Target crosswalk has signal
Returns true if there exists a crossing signal corresponding to the pedestrian’s target cross-
walk. Otherwise, returns false. This condition is dependent on the physical structure of
the environment and does not change throughout execution of the scenario.

Crossing signal is green/red/yellow
This represents three distinct conditions that are written together for simplicity. Returns
true if the crossing signal state is green/red/yellow respectively and otherwise, returns
false. Note that, for our purposes, the yellow state represents a displayed countdown to
the red state available to all pedestrians.

Can cross before crossing light turns red
Returns true if the crossing signal state is not red and the pedestrian judges that they can
complete crossing their target crosswalk before the next red state. Otherwise, returns false.
This judgement is made by considering their current desired speed, a factor by which they
can realistically increase their speed, the time to the next red state (given by the yellow
state), and the distance the pedestrian must travel to “finish” crossing the crosswalk from
their current position. “Finish” is emphasized here because the scenario designer may
choose to set a distance value that determines what distance from the crosswalk exit must
be reached by the pedestrian for the crosswalk to be considered fully crossed. This is
set through a configurable parameter in the behaviour tree node corresponding to this
condition. For example, some pedestrians may choose to enter a crosswalk on a yellow
state accepting that they can reach a point 1 metre from the exit before the red state. The
conditions is determined by Equation 4.1.

Vehicle approaching crosswalk
Returns true if there is a vehicle with a trajectory that will intersect the pedestrian’s target
crosswalk before the pedestrian is able to cross. For the specific configuration of our model,
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this condition is used in the behaviour sub-tree defining pedestrians with a high level of
aggressiveness (Section 4.2.3) who may choose to jaywalk across the crosswalk on a red
crossing signal. The condition is checked when the pedestrian faces a red crossing signal
and is deciding whether or not to enter the crosswalk. Given this context, any approaching
vehicle that may intersect with the crosswalk poses a threat to the pedestrian’s safety.

The implementation of this condition can have varying levels of sophistication depend-
ing on what is deemed sufficient for the purposes of the model. For example, this condition
could simply check if an vehicle will intersect the target crosswalk while the pedestrian
occupies it (assuming both the vehicle and pedestrian proceed with their paths without
stopping). Alternatively, layers of complexity may be added to improve the condition’s
accuracy regarding whether or not an approaching vehicle will have an effect on the pedes-
trian’s decision to cross. Considering the rarity of the behaviour and context in which this
condition is checked, we opted to implement a relatively primitive method in which the
condition evaluates to true if there is any vehicle with a trajectory that will intersect the
target crosswalk before the pedestrian can fully cross and false otherwise.

Local Path Planning Method

In this section, we discuss the method and logic behind planning the pedestrian’s local
path referenced in 4.2.2. This process is used by the Maneuver layer when the pedestrian
has reached the end of their current local path (and has not reached their destination) and
needs to plan a new path. It is crucial that this method emulates human decision-making
as accurately as possible as it directly determines the pedestrian’s long-range trajectory.

There are two options for the last lanelet of the selected sequence. A pedestrian’s path
either ends with a crosswalk leading them closer to their destination or the lanelet/area
containing their final destination. In order for a scenario to be valid, the pedestrian’s
final destination must lie within a lanelet sub-type in which pedestrians are allowed (e.g.
sidewalk, crosswalk) as defined by the map file. A pedestrian can either perform the local
path planning method by taking into account the relevant crossing signal states or by
disregarding their current states. Both cases are used in different scenarios. For example,
if the pedestrian is initialized a far distance from any crosswalk entrances, then they must
plan a path towards their destination; however, it does not make sense to consider the
crossing signal states yet as they will be completely different by the time the pedestrian
reaches their target crosswalk and is ready to enter. As the pedestrian approaches the
accessible crosswalks at the intersection corner, they may run this path planning method
again, this time taking into account the current state of the relevant crossing signals as the
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signals will now have an effect on their decision of which crosswalk to enter and at what
time.

The path planning algorithm is simplified into the following steps describing its process.

1. Find accessible crosswalks

• Accessible crosswalks are found using the lanelets defined in the underlying
Lanelet2 map. If a sequence of connected lanelets can be found from the pedes-
trian’s current position to a given crosswalk, then the crosswalk is considered
accessible to the pedestrian. This step compiles a list of all crosswalks accessible
to the pedestrian.

2. From all accessible crosswalks, determine candidate crosswalks

• In general, a crosswalk is considered a candidate if it is advantageous for the
pedestrian to take it strictly from a distance perspective. In other words, if the
crosswalk’s exit is closer to the pedestrian’s destination point than its entrance
(determined by the Euclidean distance), then it is considered a candidate.

3. From all candidates, determine target crosswalk. Recall the target crosswalk is the
first (and only) crosswalk in the local path. If a local path contains a crosswalk, it
will be the last in the connected sequence of lanelets that make up the path.

• If the pedestrian is considering the current state of the relevant crossing signals
in their decision, then their target crosswalk is determined by the rules in the
next section. Note that the selection process is dependent on the pedestrian’s
level of aggressiveness.

• If the pedestrian is not taking into account the crossing signals’ states, then
the target crosswalk is simply the candidate that takes the pedestrian closest to
their destination if crossed.

4. If a target crosswalk is selected, find the shortest path to the target crosswalk

• Lanelet2 provides built-in methods to determine the shortest path between two
given lanelets. These methods are used to find a connected sequence of lanelets
from the pedestrian’s current position to their target crosswalk.

5. If there are no accessible or candidate crosswalks, construct a sequence of lanelets
from current position to destination
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• Using the built-in Lanelet2 methods, determine the order sequence of lanelets
representing the shortest path from the pedestrian’s current position to their
destination point.

• We can assume that this sequence of connected lanelets exists because of the
requirements on the map file. If no crosswalk is advantageous to take, then
there must be a path along the sidewalk directly to the destination.

Rules for Selecting Target Crosswalk from Candidates

In this section, we discuss the separate set of rules for a pedestrian to select their target
crosswalk given a list of candidates based on the pedestrian’s level of aggressiveness. Recall
that the level of aggressiveness is set when the pedestrian agent is created and the three
levels are Low, Medium, and High. For simplicity, we use the term green light to refer
to the pedestrian crossing signal “walking” state, yellow light to refer to the countdown to
red state, and red light to refer to the “red hand” stop state.

In the case that a candidate crosswalk shows a yellow light, the pedestrian may need
to determine if they can cross the crosswalk before the signal turns to the red state.
Equation 4.1 is used as a quick calculation to judge whether or not this is possible.

Given a list of candidate crosswalks, the rules for selecting a target crosswalk by each level
of aggressiveness are given below.

Low

• If there are any green lights among the candidates, select the best of the green
candidates. The best candidate is the candidate whose exit point is closest to the
pedestrian’s destination point by Euclidean distance.

• Else if not all candidates have same the same signal state, select the best of the red
candidates.

• Else, wait for a change in signal states and repeat process.

Medium

• If there are any candidates with yellow lights where it is determined that a crossing
before red is possible or green lights, select the best candidate among them.
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• Else if not all candidates have same the same signal state, select the best of the red
candidates.

• Else, wait for a change in signal states and repeat process.

High

• Select the best candidate regardless of light state.

4.2.5 Motion Planner Layer

The Motion Planner layer is driven by an adaptation of the Social Force Model. It receives
the three components passed by the Maneuver layer describing changes to the pedestrian’s
trajectory. These three components are a waypoint, a unit direction vector, and a desired
walking speed. This layer also has access to the traffic state estimation and therefore all
positions and velocities of the other agents in the scene.

Our model implements the classic SFM described in Section 3.1 extended by Anvari’s
method for handling pedestrian-vehicle interactions. The parameters of our SFM were
manually calibrated through simulation testing. However, in a traffic environment, it was
found there there are no relevant borders within the physical testing and simulation space
that pedestrians need to account for (walking within a sidewalk or crosswalk’s borders is
handled through the Keep in Lane maneuver in the Maneuver Layer). Therefore, the wall
forces are not included in our Social Force Model calculation as the list of walls is empty.
This may be adapted for future environments containing physical walls the pedestrian must
account for.

The Motion Planner layer is tasked with running an iteration of the Social Force Model’s
formula below to determine the model pedestrian’s change in velocity at each simulation
time step.

mi
dvi
dt

= fadapt + fotherPeds + fvehicles

= mi
v0i (t)e

0
i (t)− vi(t)
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+
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Subsequently, this layer directly updates the pedestrian’s state information before the
next simulation cycle. It is important to note that, while the SFM is designed to describe
interactions between human agents, we include relevant vehicles in the interaction forces.
The physical interactions between pedestrians and vehicles are negligible most of the time
as vehicles generally maintain a safe distance from pedestrians. However, we observed cases
of pedestrians needing to walk around vehicles stopped in the middle of the crosswalk so
it is necessary to include them as part of the sum of interaction forces.

4.3 Model Implementation

The presented model is written in Python and integrated into GeoScenario Server, an open-
source full scenario simulation environment capable of running predefined traffic scenarios
as a standalone application. GeoScenario Server provides the necessary infrastructure for
full scenario simulation. It parses GeoScenario scenario files and initializes the necessary
elements (agents, agent goal points, traffic lights, etc.) into the server, reads and loads
the Lanelet2 map file to provide the underlying road structure for the scenario, maintains
the static and dynamic environment and facilitates the information flow between dynamic
agents and their surrounding environmental context, and finally runs the scenario by iter-
ating through each of its agents to update their state in the environment at each simulation
cycle. GeoScenario Server also implements Queiroz’s SDV model for simulated vehicles to
allow scenarios with dynamic interactions between pedestrian and vehicle simulated agents.

GeoScenario Server provides the optional integration with WiseSim, a simulator based
on UnrealEngine [21] to run the Wise Automated Driving System. GeoScenario Server
incorporates a shared-memory interface with WiseSim to integrate its dynamic agents and
scenario environment into the simulator. This integration is an ongoing project and is
provided as a sample integration intended to have future improvements.

Source code for GeoScenario Server which includes our model implementation can be
found on GitHub at https://github.com/rodrigoqueiroz/geoscenarioserver.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

The following research questions guide our evaluation process as we evaluate our model in
terms of how it can reproduce low-level trajectories and high-level decisions observed in a
recorded data set and how well it extends to different road structures and geometries.

RQ1: Can our hierarchical model produce realistic low-level trajectory movements of a
pedestrian’s journey through a traffic environment?

RQ2: Can our model replicate high-level decision-making processes made by real-world
pedestrians?

RQ3: Can the model be extended to different road structures without loss of realistic move-
ments?

5.1 Configuration of Evaluation Scenarios with Pre-

recorded Trajectories

5.1.1 Evaluation Scenario Configuration

To approach and answer our research questions, we need a standardized process for com-
paring a simulated pedestrian generated by our model against a real-world pedestrian from
a naturalistic data set. We devise a process to create evaluation scenarios. These gener-
ated scenarios assist in validating our model against real-world data and provide a standard
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process that can be applied to any data set in a compatible format. A data set used to
create evaluation scenarios must provide positional trajectory information for all vehicles
and pedestrians as well as traffic light timing data.

The idea of an evaluation scenario is to replace a single pedestrian in a given recording
with a model pedestrian and observe how the model pedestrian interacts with the other
pedestrians and whether it follows the same trajectory as the empirical pedestrian it re-
placed. In terms of a GeoScenario scenario, one pedestrian is selected as the evaluation
pedestrian and is created as an SP agent while all other pedestrians and vehicles in the
recording file are created as TP and TV agents respectively, following their correspond-
ing trajectories from the data set. We refer to the data-set pedestrian that the SP agent
replaced as the empirical pedestrian or alternatively, the evaluation pedestrian’s empirical
counterpart. The scenario begins when the evaluation pedestrian enters the recording and
ends when they exit.

The SP agent is created with three pieces of knowledge about its empirical counterpart:
its starting position, its last position, and its average walking speed. In terms of the
Social Force Model within the model, the last position is set as the SP’s destination point
and the average walking speed is set as the SP’s desired speed. By default, evaluation
pedestrians run the behaviour tree shown in Figure 4.4 and are assigned a Medium level
of aggressiveness and therefore substitute the sub-tree node in their behaviour tree with
sub-tree 4.6.

The evaluation scenario creation process is repeated for each individual pedestrian in
the data set resulting in a unique evaluation scenario for each real-world pedestrian. This
means that each data set pedestrian produces their own evaluation scenario in which they
are replaced by a model pedestrian that dynamically interacts with the other agents. This
process compiles a suite of evaluation scenarios on which we can perform analysis and draw
conclusions in terms of our research questions.

5.1.2 Intersection Data Set

The evaluation scenarios described in Section 5.1.1 require a naturalistic data set to provide
the prerecorded trajectories. For this purpose, we use a data set recorded by an overhead
drone at a high-traffic four-way intersection in Waterloo, Canada. The drone collected a
total of 63.85 minutes (approx. 1h:03m:51s) of video recordings across 14 separate video
files. The video files were analyzed and annotated by DataFromSky [1] in which each
vehicle and pedestrian agent was precisely tracked and tagged. From the annotated video
files, each agent’s trajectory was extracted into database files along with supplemental
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information about the recordings such as traffic light timings. Refer to Table 5.1 for the
total number of road users by their types across all data set files.

Type Count

Pedestrian 264
Bicycle 15

Car 3352
Medium Vehicle 182
Heavy Vehicle 61

Bus 22
Motorcycle 17

Table 5.1: Counts of road users by type in the intersection data set.

Figure 5.1 displays an overhead shot of the intersection taken from Google Earth along-
side a simplified representation of the physical structure of the intersection location anno-
tated with traffic lights and numbered crosswalks.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Side-by-side comparison of the intersection data set location with a shot taken
from Google Earth (a) and its simplified representation (b).
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Pedestrian Crossing Signal Timings

While the vehicle traffic light timings were provided with the intersection data set, the
light timings for the four pedestrian crossing signals were not provided. These timings
therefore needed to be inferred from the vehicle traffic light timings augmented with general
knowledge about this particular intersection location. This section makes reference to the
crosswalks by their numbers in Figure 5.1b.

In order to extract the pedestrian crossing signal timings, we require a set of rules
known to be true for the recorded intersection.

1. There are only crossing signals for crosswalks numbered 1-4 in Figure 5.1b. Cross-
walks 5 and 6 do not have crossing signals so pedestrians take the right-of-way.

2. The crossing signal turns green at the same time the corresponding traffic light turns
green. Note that the corresponding traffic light is the light signalling the driving
lanes parallel to the crosswalk. Additionally, note that when we say the traffic light
is green, we are referring to the main light and not the left turn light (advanced green
light) that may have a different state.

3. The crossing signal turns red at the same time the corresponding traffic light turns
yellow.

4. The countdown to red (yellow state) is 16 seconds in length.

5. When one driving direction has both a green light and an advanced green light and
all other traffic lights are red, the crosswalk to the right of the vehicles facing the
green light will also have a green signal. All other crosswalks in this situation are
red. This property is dependent on the specific intersection and was verified for this
data set location.

Given the physical configuration of the intersection shown in Figure 5.1 and the above list
of rules, we can extract the pedestrian crossing light timings and durations from the traffic
light timings provided in the data set.

5.1.3 Full and Segmented Evaluation Scenarios

All evaluation scenarios are categorized into one of two groups: full or segmented. Each
pedestrian in the data set produces exactly one full scenario that begins when they appear
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in the recorded scene and finishes when they are no longer in the scene. Each full sce-
nario can be subdivided into two or more segmented scenarios. Each segmented scenario
shows the pedestrian traversing a single crosswalk or section of sidewalk. In general, a full
scenario is segmented each time the pedestrian passes from one walking area into another
walking area with a different type (e.g. from a sidewalk to a crosswalk or vice versa). This
approach splits a pedestrian’s full journey into multiple sections of interest and creates a
new evaluation scenario for each segment. We refer to whether an evaluation scenario is
full or segmented as the scenario’s length (as opposed to its duration in seconds).

Since full scenarios can have relatively long running times (average duration of 66.82
seconds), small deviations in trajectories can amplify and compound into large deviations
further into the scenario. The purpose of segmenting full scenarios is to help mitigate
this increase in error that is due to only a small difference in an early decision and does
not necessarily reflect the model’s performance throughout the pedestrian’s entire journey.
Segmented scenarios ensure that the evaluation pedestrian’s position and velocity is reset
to its empirical counterpart pedestrian at certain times to effectively test the model’s
performance over shorter intervals.

5.2 Producing Realistic Low-Level Trajectory Move-

ments (RQ1)

It is crucial that our behaviour model produces pedestrian movements that are as natural
and human-like as possible in order to be relied upon as a realistic representation of pedes-
trians in test scenarios. To evaluate our model’s effectiveness at generating realistic motion,
we run the evaluation scenarios (5.1.1) with the intersection data set (5.1.2) and record the
evaluation pedestrian’s generated trajectory. We compare this simulated trajectory gener-
ated by our model with the trajectory of the corresponding empirical pedestrian by three
different trajectory-matching metrics: Euclidean distance, discrete Fréchet distance, and
undirected Hausdorff distance. Given the dynamic nature of humans, it is unreasonable to
expect a single configuration of our model to completely cover the varying behaviours of
all the pedestrians in the data set. To accommodate this, we identify a custom configura-
tion of parameter values for each evaluation scenario that best describes the corresponding
real-world pedestrian’s actions and behaviours. In the rare instances that our model be-
haves completely differently from its target empirical pedestrian, we propose solutions and
extensions of the model to reduce the error.
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5.2.1 Trajectory-Matching Metrics

In this section, we introduce the three trajectory matching metrics used to evaluate the
simulated trajectory generated by the model against the ground-truth trajectory of the
empirical pedestrian. We compute the Euclidean distance (ED), Fréchet distance, and
Hausdorff distance. With the Euclidean distance, we aim to compare the trajectories
when they are sampled by discrete time steps. We provide the mean ED and the worst
case maximum ED averaged over the set of evaluation scenarios. Both the Fréchet and
Hausdorff distances are a measure of geometric similarity which we use to evaluate the
similarity between generated paths. We include two such metrics, despite their closeness,
to emphasize the importance of producing the same path (and therefore the same decisions)
as the real-world pedestrian.

Baseline Trajectory Method

To give context to our model’s results, we introduce a baseline method to generate a
trajectory-approximation for each empirical pedestrian. We produce a baseline trajectory
for each evaluation scenario based on the empirical pedestrian’s path. We first define a set
of points on the intersection map that can be connected in various orders to approximate
the pedestrian’s path from the data set. These points, along with an example baseline
trajectory, are shown in Figure 5.2. The selected map points closely resemble the waypoints
a model pedestrian may select to navigate through the intersection.

For each empirical trajectory, the real-world pedestrian’s start and end points are con-
nected through a sequence of 2D points, placed on the map, in such a way that best
approximates the actual path. A trajectory is then formed by filling in equi-distanced
(and equi-timed) points along the approximated path such that the total number of points
is equal to the total number of trajectory points in the empirical path. This produces a
constant-speed baseline trajectory that has the same duration as the corresponding data
set trajectory. Note that we only produce a baseline trajectory for the full evaluation sce-
narios due to the simplified nature of the segmented scenarios. This also avoids redundancy
since the segmented scenarios are derived directly from the full scenarios.

Euclidean Distance

The Euclidean distance (ED) measures the spatial similarity between two trajectories in
the 2D plane, in our case, between the simulated trajectory and the true points of the
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Figure 5.2: A visual representation of the set of defined points (red) with which a baseline
trajectory is generated to approximate each empirical trajectory. An example baseline
trajectory is shown by the blue path.

empirical trajectory. It is one of the most common and popular distance measures for its
simplicity and is also known as the spatio-temporal Euclidean distance (STED) [54]. Given
trajectories A and B, each with n 2-dimensional points, the Euclidean distance measure,
dED, is calculated by

dED =
1

n

n∑
i=1

d(ai, bi)

where ai and bi are the ith points of A and B respectively and d(ai, bi) is the Euclidean
distance between them.

It is possible for the compared trajectories to be of different lengths if the empirical
and evaluation pedestrians reach their destinations at different times. The points of each
trajectory are equi-timed, so if the trajectories are recorded over different durations, then
they will each have a different number of points. Since it is required for calculation of the
ED that both A and B contain the same number of points, we simply truncate the longer
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trajectory to match the length of the shorter one. This will show an increase in error in
the situation where the destination point is reached at different times. This is valuable
to record since a goal of the model is to replicate the empirical trajectory as closely as
possible at every point in time. Classically, the Euclidean distance is not a function of
time as it simply requires ordered sequences of points for comparison. However, since
our compared trajectories represent moving objects in space over a period of time (but
possibly two different durations of time) and are recorded at the same frequency, temporal
information is inherently relevant to our Euclidean distance measure.

Fréchet Distance

A common analogy used to explain the Fréchet distance is the scenario where a person is
walking a dog on a leash. Both the person and the dog may walk at different speeds but
they cannot move backwards. The person traces one trajectory while the dog traces an-
other separate trajectory. The Fréchet distance is the minimum length of the leash required
such that both the dog and person can walk their respective trajectories. Mathematically,
suppose both trajectories, A and B, are functions on the interval [a, b]. We define two ar-
bitrary continuous non-decreasing functions α, β : [0, 1] 7→ [a, b], then the Fréchet distance,
dF , is given by

dF = inf
α,β

max
t∈[0,1]

d(A(α(t)), B(β(t))) [20]

where d(p, q) is the Euclidean distance between points p and q.

The Fréchet distance is measures the similarity between two trajectories without taking
into account the time or speeds the trajectories were traversed, unlike the ED. This is
advantageous to measure because even though a model pedestrian may choose a different
desired speed than their empirical counterpart at a given moment, they can still make the
same decisions and produce the same path through the traffic environment which should
be rewarded.

Hausdorff Distance

As with the Fréchet distance, the Hausdorff distance is a measure of geometric similarity
between the two trajectories. It does not consider the speeds of the pedestrians or the
times at which the points of each trajectory are recorded in its calculation. Informally,
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given two sets of points (in this case, trajectories), the Hausdorff distance is the greatest
distance from one set to the closest point in the other set.

The general undirected Hausdorff distance is given by

dH = max

{
sup
a∈A

d(a,B), sup
b∈B

d(b, A)

}
where d(a,B) = inf

b∈B
d(a, b) and d(a, b) is the Euclidean distance between points a and b.

The emphasis on geometric-similarity measures between the trajectories is derived from
the intention of our model as a behaviour model aimed at making the same high-level
decisions as real-world pedestrians, rather than as a predictive model which attempts to
perfectly replicate the low-level empirical trajectory points.

5.2.2 Empirical Results

For each evaluation scenario (full and segmented) generated by the data set, we compare the
simulated trajectory from the evaluation pedestrian against the ground-truth trajectory
from its empirical counterpart using the three trajectory-matching metrics. Table 5.2
displays the results of each metric averaged across all scenarios and grouped by scenario
length. In the table, we also include the maximum Euclidean distance averaged over the
evaluation scenarios.

# of Scenarios ED (m) Max. ED (m) FD (m) HD (m)

Baseline 198 5.45 12.48 2.90 2.91
Full 198 2.23 5.21 3.04 2.99

Segmented 527 1.55 2.65 1.81 1.79

Table 5.2: Results of the Euclidean distance (ED), Fréchet distance (FD), and Hausdorff
distance (HD) measures averaged and grouped by full and segmented evaluation scenarios
at the intersection data set location.

While these results confirm our model produces synthetic trajectories with reasonable
similarity to their target ground-truth trajectories, we must explore the individual evalu-
ation scenarios to identify points of high error and investigate possible explanations. To
assist with this search, we plot a trace of the simulated trajectory overlaying a trace of the
empirical trajectory to easily identify points of separation visually. Figure 5.3 displays an
example of such a plot with areas of high error. Through this process, we discover that the
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points of highest error occur when the pedestrian is entering or exiting the crosswalk. The
layout of the plots make it easy to identify the high error at crosswalk entrances and exits.
Visually, we can see that the data-set pedestrians often cut the crosswalk corner when
entering instead of travelling all the way to the entrance of the crosswalk before entering.
Similarly for exiting the crosswalk. This observance demands an alternative method for
SP pedestrians to enter and exit crosswalks in order to more closely match the trajectories
in our naturalistic data set.

Figure 5.3: A trace of the trajectories from the empirical (red) and simulated (blue) pedes-
trians overlaid on the intersection map from one evaluation scenario.

Corner Cutting Behaviour

Corner cutting behaviour by real-world pedestrians was identified as a cause of major de-
viation between synthetically generated and ground-truth trajectories. Figure 5.4 clearly
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visualizes the corner cutting behaviour when entering a crosswalk and compares the re-
sulting trajectory to one from a non-corner cutting entry.

Figure 5.4: Example trajectories resulting from both corner cutting and non-corner cutting
behaviours when entering a crosswalk.

It was determined that the Enter/Exit Crosswalk maneuvers must be adapted to
apply a corner cutting decision. For this example, we will focus on corner cutting when
entering a crosswalk, but the same process is applied to exiting as well. In a typical case
where corner cutting is not applied, the model pedestrian follows the steps outlined below.

1. The pedestrian executes Keep in Lane maneuver as they approach their target
crosswalk from the sidewalk.

2. The pedestrian is within a threshold distance from their target crosswalk’s entrance
point which is their current waypoint.

3. If their behaviour tree decides they can enter the crosswalk, then Enter Crosswalk
maneuver is executed.

4. The current waypoint is updated to be the crosswalk’s exit point so the pedestrian
can enter the crosswalk freely.
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Since this process often involves approaching the entrance point from an heading close
to perpendicular to the crosswalk, reaching that point, then immediately updating the
waypoint to the exit point that requires a heading parallel to the crosswalk, the resulting
trajectory contains a sharp, almost 90◦, turn which does not fit the natural curve of the
real-world entry trajectory. It is clear that simply updating a waypoint once the entrance
point has been reached is not sufficient in replicating realistic crosswalk-entering behaviour.

The solution for this problem was found by manipulating the pedestrian’s desired di-
rection vector over a given duration of time as they enter the crosswalk. The steps below
are followed to achieve this.

1. The pedestrian executes Keep in Lane maneuver as they approach their target
crosswalk from the sidewalk.

2. The pedestrian is within a threshold distance, distentry, from their target crosswalk’s
entrance point. Note that this threshold distance is greater than the threshold in
Step 2 of the previous list of steps (approx. 5 m, but it is configurable).

3. Define a duration of time, d, and adjust the pedestrian’s desired direction vector by
following the steps below such that at the beginning of d, the direction vector points
directly at the crosswalk’s entrance point at by the end of the duration, it points to
the exit point.

(a) Define duration d in seconds, unit vectors ventry and vexit from the pedestrian’s
position to the crosswalk’s entrance and exit points respectively, and a function
of time f(t) = tn with degree n > 0.

(b) At time ti ∈ [0, d], the desired direction vector, v, is given by

v = f

(
ti
d

)
∗ vexit +

(
1− f

(
ti
d

))
∗ ventry (5.1)

(c) Since ti ∈ [0, d] and f(t) = tn, then f
(
ti
d

)
and

(
1− f

(
ti
d

))
act as weights for

the direction vectors such that v = ventry when ti = 0 and v = vexit when ti = d.

This approach for entering a target crosswalk produces a smoother, more natural trajec-
tory curve from the sidewalk to the crosswalk. The configurable elements of the duration,
the function degree n, and the threshold distance from the crosswalk entrance point at
which this maneuver starts, provide more control over the corner cutting action for the
scenario designer. For example, varying values of n controls the “turn rate”. Lower values
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will cause the pedestrian to turn its direction vector towards the exit point at a slower rate
than higher values of n.

Note that the same process can be applied when exiting the crosswalk by substituting
vexit for ventry and the pedestrian’s next waypoint as determined by the local path planning
process for vexit in Equation 5.1. Additionally, this corner cutting action can be applied any
time the pedestrian approaches the entrance of their target crosswalk, not only when their
approach is from a close to perpendicular angle to the crosswalk. The corner cutting effects
may be less pronounced with a more “head-on” approaching direction, but the principles of
gradually turning towards the exit point (or the next waypoint in general) are still relevant
and applicable.

We found that this approach of adjusting the desired direction vector over a duration
of time reduced the difference in trajectories at entering and exiting crosswalk events. To
demonstrate how this method can be applied to reduce error in evaluation, we present an
evaluation scenario in which the real-world pedestrian cuts the entrance corner of their
target crosswalk. We will show two instances of this scenario. In the first, the model
pedestrian does not apply any corner cutting process while entering the crosswalk and in
the second, the steps above were implemented into the model and corner cutting parameters
were derived to allow the model pedestrian to naturally cut the corner of the crosswalk
entrance. Figure 5.5 shows these instances side-by-side to fully visualize the improvement
in replicating the empirical trajectory.

The evaluation of the added corner cutting behaviour into the model was tested on
a case-by-case basis by searching for optimal parameter values for the duration d and
function degree n in Equation 5.1 for individual evaluation scenarios as necessary. Not
every pedestrian applies the same corner cutting action in a given context. It is left
for future work to determine the influencing factors that lead to a corner cutting event,
automate the search for these optimal parameter values for all evaluation scenarios, and
dynamically apply them during evaluation.

Another frequent point of high error observed in the evaluation scenarios occurs at
the short unsignalized crosswalks that cross the designated “right-turn merge lanes”. In
Figure 5.1b, these are crosswalks 5 and 6. We found that pedestrians often avoid walking
within these crosswalks altogether and simply walk from the traffic island directly to a
point on the crosswalk that is closer to their destination than the crosswalk exit is (or vice
versa if they are entering the intersection instead of leaving). We designate this action
as jaywalking beside the crosswalk. While this falls under the umbrella of corner cutting
behaviour, we can apply a different simpler approach to reduce differences in trajectories in
these situations. Our model defines threshold distances, in meters, to a crosswalk’s entrance
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(a) No corner cutting (b) Applying corner cutting with d = 7s, n =
0.35, distentry = 7m

Figure 5.5: Sub-figure (a) shows evaluation scenario where SP pedestrian (blue) does not
apply the corner cutting procedure. Sub-figure (b) shows the same evaluation scenario
except where SP pedestrian applies the corner cutting procedure to match the empirical
trajectory (red) more closely.

and exit points that determine when the model pedestrian has sufficiently “reached” the
respective entrance or exit. By simply adjusting the threshold values of these parameters,
we can accurately replicate the behaviour of jaywalking beside the unsignalized crosswalks.
Figure 5.6 displays a side-by-side comparison of the resulting trajectories with and without
this described maneuver.

As with the corner cutting process, the parameters within the evaluation scenarios
containing this situation were determined manually on a case-by-case basis and it is left
to future work to automate the search for optimal parameter values for a given evaluation
scenario.

Reactions to Yellow Crossing Signal

Another key situation where we observed a major difference in behaviour and decision-
making among pedestrians is when a pedestrian intends to cross a crosswalk but is faced
with a yellow (countdown) crossing signal state. Since different pedestrians have different
walking speeds, varying levels of aggressiveness, and simply different senses of urgency,
some pedestrians may choose to enter the crosswalk while others may not. With the
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(a) Without jaywalking maneuver (b) Applying jaywalking beside crosswalk ma-
neuver with distentry = 3m, distexit = 6.5m

Figure 5.6: Sub-figure (a) shows evaluation scenario where SP pedestrian (blue) does not
apply the jaywalking maneuver. Sub-figure (b) shows the same evaluation scenario except
where SP pedestrian applies the jaywalking beside the crosswalk maneuver to match the
behaviour of the empirical pedestrian (red).

“birds-eye” view of the data set, we simply do not have the factors for determining a
pedestrian’s likelihood to enter on a yellow signal available to us. Instead, we leverage
another level of customization in our model which allows testers to control a pedestrian’s
reaction to the countdown signal state.

The crossing decision in this situation is driven by whether or not the pedestrian deter-
mines they can sufficiently cross the crosswalk before the crossing signal turns to red. The
customization parameters to control this decision are described in the Can cross before
crossing light turns red condition node in Section 4.2.4. It is important to note that
this decision is only relevant for pedestrians with a Medium level of aggressiveness. The
tester is provided with 2 tunable parameters listed below.

1. Decimal factor by which the pedestrian can reasonably increase their walking speed

2. Distance in meters from crosswalk exit the pedestrian must reach to have sufficiently
crossed the crosswalk

These parameters provide a grid of varying levels of acceptance for a crossing decision
in this situation. During the running of our evaluation scenarios, these parameters were
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calibrated on a case-by-case basis to match the behaviours exhibited by the observed
real-world pedestrians. In future test scenarios, designers and engineers can tune these
parameters to manually force desired behaviours, potentially generating valuable high-risk
and dangerous situations safely in a simulation environment.

5.3 Replicating High-Level Decisions (RQ2)

For a pedestrian behaviour model to properly represent the behaviours of real-world pedes-
trians, not only must it model the low-level trajectory movements, but it must also be able
to replicate high-level decision-making processes. In order to measure this criterion, we
need to define a metric by which we can conclusively declare that a decision made by a
model pedestrian is the same decision made by its empirical counterpart. The hierarchical
approach is well suited to model and control an agent’s decisions through the design and
calibration of the behaviour trees in the Behaviour layer.

5.3.1 Decision-Based Metric

First, we must define a list of decisions to be observed from the naturalistic data. It
was determined that there are two notable decisions pedestrians make while navigating an
intersection.

1. Given a set of accessible crosswalks and the requirement that at least one crosswalk
must be crossed to reach the destination, which crosswalk is selected to cross

2. Given a target crosswalk that the pedestrian has already decided to take which
displays a non-green crossing light state, will the pedestrian begin to cross or wait
until the next green state

The above decisions were designed to ensure a binary response can be recorded for each
instance of the decision across evaluation scenarios. The model pedestrian either makes
the same decision as the data set pedestrian or they do not. In the rest of this section, we
refer to these decisions as Decision 1 and 2 respectively. The process followed to measure
this metric is as follows:

1. Run all full length evaluation scenarios within the intersection data set
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2. For each evaluation scenario, identify decision points along the empirical pedestrian’s
journey where they make one of the two enumerated decisions above

3. For each decision point, determine if the evaluation pedestrian makes same decision
as the empirical pedestrian

4. If the same decision is made, record a Same data point

5. If a different decision is made, search for parameter values that result in the same
decision when the evaluation scenario is re-run

6. If no parameter combinations are found to produce the same decision, record a Not
Same data point

7. Calculate percentage of Same data points from all recorded data points to measure
the model’s performance of this metric

The results of following the above collection process are summarized in Table 5.3. We
record the number and percentage of Same decisions after individually calibrating the
parameters of the scenarios that initially gave Not Same decisions. This allows us to view
how many decision points in the data can be fully covered by some customized parameter
value configuration of our model.

# Decision Points # Same Decisions % Same Decisions

Decision 1 253 253 100%
Decision 2 148 145 97.97%

Table 5.3: Summary of decision-based metric results on full length evaluation scenarios
using the intersection data set.

From Table 5.3, we can be reassured of our model’s ability to select the same crosswalk
a real-world pedestrian would pick given multiple candidates and the current environmen-
tal state. However, there is a slight difference in Decision 2, where the model pedestrian
encounters a non-green crossing signal at their target crosswalk and must decide whether
to enter it or wait until the next green signal to cross. These instances where the model
pedestrian made the wrong decision can be explained by the real-world pedestrian’s un-
predictable behaviour in these particular scenarios and can be covered by our proposed
extensions of the current model implementation.

There are three instances where the model pedestrian made the wrong choice for De-
cision 2. All of these instances occurred when the empirical pedestrian decided to enter
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the crosswalk on a red stop signal. Each instance shares a common situation: there is an
advanced green light for the vehicles that will intersect crosswalk the pedestrian is waiting
to cross; however, there are currently no left-turning vehicles that would make it dangerous
for the pedestrian to cross, so the pedestrian decides to enter the crosswalk even though it
is showing a red stop signal. Since our model pedestrians do not consider the light state
of the vehicle traffic lights in their decisions, we do not cover this specific decision making
process resulting in a difference of decisions in the three evaluation scenarios.

To cover these cases, we propose an extension of our model that augments the existing
behaviour trees by adding condition nodes that check the light states of certain vehicle
traffic lights in the intersection. There are multiple approaches and behaviour tree con-
figurations that could account for this situation. One of which may involve the model
pedestrians keeping track of the green traffic lights that correspond to lanes that intersect
their target crosswalk. If there are no approaching vehicles in any of these lanes, then they
can enter the crosswalk regardless of the crossing signal state. This particular behaviour
would be categorized between the Medium and High levels of aggressiveness. Note that
this extension does not require changes to the code of the model and rather the desired
behaviour is achieved through extending behaviour trees. This process does not require ex-
pert knowledge on the internal technical details of the model and can be done by any user,
further highlighting the model’s extendibility and practicality for scenario based testing.

5.4 Extending Model to Different Road Structures

(RQ3)

The majority of test cases during development of our model were derived from the previ-
ously discussed intersection data set. While this data set provides a substantial number of
pedestrians exhibiting a wide range of behaviours, a goal of any useful pedestrian model
should be extendibility to differing road structures and geometries. We test the generaliza-
tion and extendibility of our model by extracting evaluation scenarios from a second data
set. Specifically, we want to test whether our model pedestrians can navigate through a
different road structure without making changes to our model. We evaluate the model’s
ability to perform this with the trajectory-matching metrics described in Section 5.2.1.
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5.4.1 Single Crosswalk Data Set

The second data set, referred to as the single crosswalk data set, is located at an unsignal-
ized crosswalk across a two-lane two-way road at a Canadian university. The point of view
and collection process are similar to the intersection data set and the trajectories files were
extracted by the same process. Figure 5.7 shows the road structure of this location.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: Side-by-side comparison of the single crosswalk data set location with a shot
taken from Google Earth (a) and its simplified representation (b).

This location does not contain traffic lights or pedestrian crossing lights, so no pre-
processing regarding light timings was necessary. Across the 17 recorded video files, there
are a total of 1153 pedestrians, 242 motorized vehicles, and 38 bicycles (refer to Table 5.4
for a breakdown by agent type). Recall from Section 5.1.1, each pedestrian with a valid
trajectory creates a unique evaluation scenario. An example of a pedestrian appearing in
the data set that does not have a valid trajectory is one that only appears in the corner of
the scene for a very short amount of time and does not cross the road. Valid trajectories
are judged manually on a case-by-case basis.

Due to the simplified road structure of a single crosswalk at this location, we do not
segment any evaluation scenario to create additional scenarios. All evaluation scenarios
created with this data set have unaltered lengths and are considered full.
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Type Count

Pedestrian 1153
Bicycle 38

Car 193
Medium Vehicle 27

Heavy Vehicle 4
Bus 12

Motorcycle 6

Table 5.4: Counts of road users by type in the single crosswalk data set.

5.4.2 Evaluation Metrics and Empirical Results

Given the simplified layout of this data set location, we do not measure high-level decision-
making as we did with the intersection data set. Instead, we evaluate the model’s per-
formance on this data set using the three low-level trajectory-matching metrics from Sec-
tion 5.2.1: Euclidean distance, discrete Fréchet distance, and undirected Hausdorff dis-
tance. There were no changes to the structure of the behaviour trees used by the evaluation
pedestrians in the previous intersection data set. However, different parameter values may
be applied to the behaviour trees’ maneuver and condition nodes as necessary.

After generating all the valid evaluation scenarios from the single crosswalk data set,
each scenario is executed and the generated trajectory of the model pedestrian is recorded.
Each generated trajectory is compared to its corresponding empirical trajectory from the
data set using our three trajectory-matching metrics. Table 5.5 displays the results of this
process.

# of Scenarios ED (m) Max. ED (m) FD (m) HD (m)

Full 1017 1.36 2.01 1.71 1.71

Table 5.5: Trajectory-matching metrics results for all evaluation scenarios at the single
crosswalk data set location.

We see an improvement across all three metrics from the intersection data set loca-
tion. While this is expected with generally shorter pedestrian journeys (average scenario
duration of 12.32s), given the same evaluation criteria as our original data set, we can rea-
sonably conclude that our model extends well to this secondary road structure in terms of
replicating pedestrian trajectories. We further justify this claim by investigating individ-
ual evaluation scenarios by visually comparing the generated and prerecorded trajectories.
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Figure 5.8 shows the trajectory traces of three example evaluation scenarios with different
paths across the environment. Due to the physical structure of this location, there are
limited unique paths through the scene to present.

Figure 5.8: Trajectory traces of three example evaluation scenarios with varying paths
from the single crosswalk data set.
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Chapter 6

Limitations

In this chapter, we identify limitations of our work in terms of the research scope, model,
and evaluation. With the limitations identified here, we aim to motivate future work and
interesting research avenues.

6.1 Research Scope Limitations

In our work, we primarily focus on producing pedestrian behaviours and movements based
on the two traffic data sets. During this process, we do not use our model to generate new
scenarios. The next step of this process is to apply and refine our model in the context of
scenario-based testing of autonomous vehicles. Our model caters to this step by facilitating
the injection of behaviours into a traffic scenario with the intention of creating rare and
critical scenarios.

6.2 Model Limitations

We also identify the notable technical limitations of our model. Since the catalog of
maneuvers and conditions provided with our model was derived directly from the two data
sets, we limit the coverage of pedestrian behaviours to those present in the available data.
Extending the maneuvers and decision conditions would increase the possible behaviour
tree configurations and therefore benefit the model’s behaviour coverage.
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In our model, we do not implement group dynamics that emerge when multiple pedes-
trians travel together. There are extensions of the Social Force model [52] [30] that have
been developed to address group and subgroup behaviours. Alternatively, group dynam-
ics can be handled by the higher-level behaviour trees with group-specific maneuvers and
conditions. Additionally, our point-mass model of pedestrians limits the representation
of pedestrians. With the current model, we abstract static and dynamic pedestrian body
poses to a single point with mass. The addition of such poses has the advantage of being
able to represent different pedestrian states that cannot be differentiated with a point-mass
model, such as crouching versus standing up. New maneuvers may also be created based
on body pose.

Furthermore, our model does not differentiate between different types of pedestrians,
such as adults, elderly people, children, or people with disabilities. In doing so, we limit
our pedestrian representation further as different types of pedestrians exhibit different
behaviours. As an example, a group of children waiting for a school bus may pace and
fidget in a small area with no intention of leaving that space. Exposure to these specific,
yet common, situations is beneficial to the testing and development of AVs and can reduce
misinterpretation of pedestrian actions.

6.3 Evaluation Limitations

Lastly, we discuss the limitations of our evaluation process. As mentioned in the model
limitations, the amount of available data bounds the maneuvers and behaviours developed
during evaluation. Between the two traffic data sets, there are a total of 1417 pedestri-
ans and 3853 motorized road users. Moreover, the two data set locations are both within
Ontario, Canada. Applying our model to data sets located in different countries would
introduce new behaviours and would promote a more diverse set of maneuvers and condi-
tions.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we presented a novel hierarchical pedestrian behaviour model that is capa-
ble of producing realistic trajectories through different traffic environments while following
the rules of the road and making rational real-time decisions. A multi-layer approach was
applied to this problem that incorporated a high-level Behaviour layer that determined
an appropriate maneuver to be processed by the Maneuver layer and finally translated
into low-level trajectory movement by the Motion Planner layer. The conjunctive use of
behaviour trees with an adapted Social Force Model ensures the model’s agents are an accu-
rate representation of real-world pedestrians. They were shown to make the same decisions
when faced with multiple options and also display natural movements and interactions with
other pedestrians and vehicles in the scene.

We evaluated our model in terms of its ability to produce realistic low-level movements
in two environments with different road structures, replicate high-level decisions made by
real-world pedestrians observed in a naturalistic data set, and be extended to different road
structures and geometries with varying rules for right-of-way without significant changes
to the model code.

We revisit our design objectives and discuss how the model satisfies each one. G1 is
concerned with the facilitation of test scenario creation. The GeoScenario language pro-
vides a clear representation of the full scenario from the underlying Lanelet2 map to the
dynamic pedestrian and vehicle agents. Additionally, the JOSM scenario editing tool al-
lows testers to easily create and adapt scenarios represented in GeoScenario. G2 requires
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our model to provide customizable pedestrian behaviours. The model allows designers to
set a wide range of tunable parameters to adjust pedestrian behaviours, including but not
limited to, level of aggressiveness, desired speed, and parameters to control a pedestrian’s
response to a yellow crossing signal. The use of behaviour trees to explicitly represent deci-
sion processes lends itself well to creating scenarios with highly intentional actions, possible
injecting unusual behaviours to force rare events. The full scope of the requirement to have
dynamic interactions between agents (G3) was partially covered by our evaluation process.
Although our model effectively handled the interactions within our evaluation scenarios,
since we evaluated on existing data, we did not show the full range of possible interactions
between road users. This is left to future work for the test scenario design process. Fi-
nally, G4 required the model to display realistic human movements and decisions. This
requirement is evaluated and satisfied and is empirically proven through the results of the
high level decision metric and low level trajectory matching metrics.

7.2 Future Work

7.2.1 Improvements to Model

Throughout this thesis, we make note of possible improvements to our presented model
to increase the level of intelligence of its pedestrian agents. In its current development
iteration, the model pedestrians do not take into account the vehicle’s traffic lights when
selecting the optimal crosswalk to take. In the real-world, this information is available to
human pedestrians and it could allow pedestrian agents to make a more informed decision in
this situation. Additionally, we employ a fairly simplified version of the Social Force Model
since we often allow higher-lever behaviour trees to handle interactions. However, there are
on-going improvements made to the SFM, such as incorporating group forces and subgroup
forces [30], any of which could be integrated into our model to elevate the Motion Planner
layer. In terms of scenario design, another useful addition would be the ability to explicitly
define a sequence of waypoints to the pedestrian’s destination. This would allow testers to
force a certain path across a roadway (that may not include a crosswalk) to better account
for jaywalking and other unusual behaviours. Finally, our last suggested improvement
involves a systematic search for optimal parameters of the model. For functionality such
as corner cutting behaviour and control when a pedestrian enters the crosswalk with a
yellow state, a manual search was performed for sufficiently optimal parameter values.
However, it could be valuable to devise a process that automates the search for these
parameter values and saves the time of future researchers and test engineers.
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7.2.2 Future Research Directions

Aside from direct improvements to the model, our work motivates various different research
avenues. Given an environment where pedestrians do not have right-of-way (e.g. popular
jaywalking section), a completely different set of conditions and maneuvers are required
to model pedestrians’ expected behaviours. This raises the interesting research question
of which environmental factors are influential in a pedestrian’s crossing decision in these
situations and how do these factors vary across different pedestrians? On a different topic,
our model generates sequences of maneuvers and conditions throughout the journey of a
model pedestrian. Identifying trends or common sequences could lend itself to prediction
tasks of estimating the likelihood of an observed pedestrian’s future maneuvers or actions.

Our work opens up opportunities to advance the testing of AVs and automated driving
systems (ADS). In particular, our approach provides flexibility in creating extremely spe-
cific test scenarios involving pedestrians. In these scenarios, pedestrians may temporarily
cause a sudden, but necessary, variation in the ego vehicle’s behaviour. In this case, the AV
should still be expected to achieve their scenario goal despite the unexpected disturbance.
It is also crucial to target and test AVs’ responses to critical scenarios. The National High-
way Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) provides extensive crash reports which are
an invaluable source for critical situations resulting in an accident. The data of the crash
reports could be leveraged with the NHTSA pre-crash scenarios [53] involving pedestrians
to create valuable test scenarios on which to test AVs’ critical responses. We leave the
task of applying our model to the process of setting up critical scenarios and ensuring their
repeatability to future researchers.

Additionally, in order to ensure efficient testing of autonomous vehicles, it is important
to consider what aspects of pedestrian behaviours are relevant to the AV. While a model
may be able to represent a wide range of complex behaviours, if these behaviours are not
relevant to the decision-making processes of AVs, incorporating them into scenario-based
testing may impede the progress of AV development.

We encourage future research on these topics and others not listed since human be-
haviour is far from fully understood and the need for its study is expedited with the rapid
on-going development of automated driving systems and autonomous vehicles.
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